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Abstract 
 

For many years machine builders and system integrators have been designing control 

software for systems and machines that are suitable for accomplishing particular tasks and 

can operate in specific environments. Although these kinds of systems are capable of doing 

their assigned tasks properly, it is challenging to adopt them to a new task or environment 

condition in various industrial automation applications. The main reasons for these 

limitations are the monolithic and non-systematic design approaches used for implementation 

of such control systems, which are deficient in such capabilities as agility, scalability, 

handling complexity and reconfigurability. These deficiencies hinder the automation 

industry’s ability to cope with the increasing expectations of the markets. 

The intention of this research is to explore the inherent mechatronic modularity of machines 

and systems as a base for their control software. We propose a methodology for developing 

component software for mechatronic components, which enhances the concept of Intelligent 

Mechatronic Components (IMC) on account of better composability. This aims at increased 

performance of software design and maintenance, as well as systems flexibility and 

reconfigurability of automated systems. It is demonstrated that the desired behaviour of a 

certain class of machines can be composed of the behaviours of its mechatronic components, 

including a fully decentralized scheduling and operation control. This concept aims at the 

realization of machines that are not bound to performing predefined tasks in particular 

environments, but rather accept more changes in their configuration, in the tasks and the 

environment. To this end, it introduces a rule-based approach for automatic configuration of 

physical mechatronic components, then proposes a uniform architecture for control software 

design of IMCs. This architecture envisages the machines’ control to be composed of a set of 

modular software components with a standardized interface. This makes them intuitive and 

easy to install, to create the desired behaviour for customized automation systems. These 

systems will fulfil specific tasks with the minimum development time and effort. In this 

method, mechatronic software components behave similarly to autonomous agents. They 

operate with the knowledge of their capabilities, tasks and environment, to perform some 

reasoning and make collective decisions on the fly to achieve the desired goals. The control 

software encapsulates both high-level and low-level control of an IMC. The IEC 61499 

Function Blocks architecture is used as an implementation platform that enables system-level 

simulation and transparency of deployment.  
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Key features of the proposed approach are: the reusability, compatibility and autonomy of 

modular software components, which require limited dependence on human intervention. 

These components cover such aspects of the manufacturing life cycle as process planning, 

task scheduling, online optimization and failure avoidance.  The results of this research will 

enhance the generation of control and operation of intelligent machines and add design 

flexibility to automation systems while minimizing their costs and efforts. A number of case 

studies, whose controls are synthesized using the proposed approach, are chosen as 

illustrative examples for the proposed methodology. 
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Glossary: 

Architecture: Designing and building systems by identifying their constituent components, 

functionalities and interactions [1]. 

Composability: A system design principle that deals with the inter-relationships among 

components. A highly composable system provides recombinant components that can be 

selected and assembled in various combinations to satisfy specific user requirements [2].  

Declarative Programming: A type of programming in which it is stated what is to be 

computed without necessarily mentioning how it has to be computed; in other words, stating 

the logic, but not the control [3]. 

Embedded Control device: A computing device that has interfaces to sensors, actuators and 

networks [4]. 

Expert Systems: A programme that behaves like an expert in a particular domain. It is 

capable of explaining its reasoning and is appropriate for dealing with uncertain and 

incomplete information [5]. 

Flexibility: The ability to adapt to new or different environments.  

Intelligent (in an industrial automation context): Integration of physical components and 

control logic in distributed systems, as opposed to the other kind of distributed architecture, 

in which logic is executed on one computer device, but sources of data are distributed [6]. 

Interoperability: The ability to use multiple control hardware from various vendors in a 

single application.  

Machine: Any device that is composed of one or more mechatronic components and is 

employed to perform the desired tasks in industrial automation systems. 

Mechatronic Component (MC): A physical functional device which may have sensors, 

electric circuits, pneumatic and hydraulic lines, motors, solenoids or other actuators [7]. 

Procedural Programming: A type of programming in which a set of instructions tell a 

computer what has to be done step by step and how to perform in each piece of code [8]. 

Reconfigurable Manufacturing System (RMS): A system capable of selecting a set of 

modules and assembling them into different system configurations, so that each configuration 

can optimally fulfil the requirement of a particular task [9]. 
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Reconfigurability: Ability to support various manufacturing system configurations by a 

small customisation task [1]. 

Robustness: The ability of a system to remain operational even after the occurrence of faults 

and disturbances. 

Machine Scalability: The ability to enhance the functionality of a machine by adding new 

intelligent mechatronic components to it with minimal time and effort. 

Scheduling: Optimal allocation of resources to jobs over time, wherein these assignments 

must obey a set of constraints that reflect the temporal relationships between jobs and the 

capacity limitations of the resources [1]. 

Software Component: A set of control functions, algorithms and data that constitute the 

automation intelligence for a mechatronic component. 

Reusability: The likelihood that a segment of source code can be used again to add new 

functionalities with slight or no modification [10]. 

Portability (in high-level computer programming): The usability of a software in various 

environments [11]. 
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1 
Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1 Grand Control Challenges of Machines and Mechatronic Systems 

 

Many developers of machines used in manufacturing, and integrators of systems 

composed from them, use modular machine architectures in order to increase flexibility of 

systems and reduce design effort [2-5]. At the same time, the current techniques that machine 

vendors and system integrators pursue in developing control software for machines in various 

industrial automation applications are still based on centralized control and applied on a case-

by-case design basis. This process has caused the employment of such machines, or tailoring 

and customizing them to particular task requirements, to be complex, time consuming and 

inflexible. It badly affects the design, commissioning and life-time management of 

automation systems, and adversely influences a product’s time-to-market. As the ratio of 

software in manufacturing automation grows almost exponentially, currently being around 

half of total costs [12], this inefficiency of software technology becomes a serious roadblock 

on the way towards more efficient manufacturing. This is while similar challenges have been 

partially addressed by other influential players in the automation world. For instance, 

mechanical engineers’ implementation of modern material handling systems with 

prefabricated modular parts has considerably facilitated assembly, reconfiguration and 

portability in various industrial applications, including manufacturing [13]. Similarly in 

hardware engineering, over years, single-purpose industrial controllers have been gradually 

replaced by robust hardware components providing more flexibility, interoperability and 

reusability to the manufacturing systems. Many hardware vendors are nowadays producing 

devices that can be utilized in different systems without much customization effort (plug-and-

play)[14, 15]. 
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Over the last years, a large amount of research has been devoted to implement and 

improve logic control design methods in software engineering, and an extensive review of 

such scientific approaches may be found in [16]. However, in spite of the considerable  

advances and achievements of all the academic endeavours, software methods are still far 

from fulfilling modern industrial demands[17, 18]. It is therefore vital that software designers 

define suitable design patterns that concentrate on abstracting control logic functionalities 

from application specific details [19], making the design of complex automated systems 

easier and faster for engineers and practitioners. In fact, the ideal case would be to have 

“intelligent” software components that have most of their functionalities “pre-automated by 

the vendors” [20], so that users can tailor them to their particular application with minimum 

integration effort (Figure 1). Furthermore, these software components would be capable of 

being seamlessly distributed throughout the network, regardless of the size of the application.  

 

 

Figure 1 An example of an ideal automation system composed of pre-fabricated and plug-and 

–play mechatronic components. 
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1.2 Research Objectives and Contributions 

 

The concept of Intelligent Mechatronic Component (IMC) was proposed in [21] to enable 

effortless composition of embedded control logic pertaining to each physical mechatronic 

module in a plug-and-play manner (or very close to that), to constitute the control software of 

the entire machine or a mechatronic system, along with its HMI (Human Machine Interface), 

SCADA (Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition) and simulation. IMCs can provide the 

control systems with the necessary features such as intelligence, scalability, reconfigurability 

and reusability. Realization of the IMC concept could yield significant reduction in the 

amount of development time and cost, and more importantly, allows distributing them across 

numerous applications [22]. However, in spite of progress in IMC development and 

application [12], there is still a lack of design patterns that would enable plug-and-play 

composition of control logic.  

The goal of this dissertation is to focus on improving the composability of IMCs in terms of 

both their physical and control software parts. First, it proposes a rule-based reasoning 

method for composition and reconfiguration of physical mechatronic components. Second, a 

new pattern for control logic is proposed that enables embedding autonomous decision-

making and operation capabilities in each IMC controller component in order to leverage the 

composability of machines and satisfy specific operation requirements. The control logic 

design pattern paves the way toward bottom-up design and the creation of large and complex 

machines using modular and autonomous IMCs. The implementation architecture chosen for 

IMCs is based on the IEC 61499 Function Blocks (FBs) [23].  The reason for the selection is 

that it provides a suitable platform for control logic design of industrial automation systems 

and delivers a combination of advantages such as simplicity, modularity, openness and 

system-level design. Furthermore, through this standard, it becomes possible to distribute 

control programmes over a variety of distributed hardware platforms [24] regardless of the 

size of the application, which can be as small as a rehabilitation device [25] or as large as 

shoe manufacturing machinery [26]. 

The following is a list of the contributions made by this thesis. 

 

1. In this design approach, both physical and software features of mechatronic 

components are taken into account. 
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2. A bottom-up design approach is undertaken which allows flexibility to start at the 

mechatronic component level, and rise to the machine level then on through the entire 

automation system. 

3. Rule-based reasoning is applied for selection, compatibility check and composition of 

modular physical components for machine design. 

4. This work utilizes the IEC 61499 Function Blocks for both the high-level and low- 

level control of mechatronic components at execution level, and proposes a pattern for 

design and interaction of controller IMCs in a machine configuration, providing the 

possibility of having distributed control and vendor independent automation systems. 

5. A method is introduced to distinguish between different sources of knowledge that 

IMCs require for decision-making. This method initially adds to the simplicity of the 

design process, but more importantly makes an IMC presentable as an off-the-shelf 

product, which is independent of the application and environment in which it will 

operate.  

6. Maintaining safety through IMC operation is considered a part of the design 

approach.  

7. Thorough distribution of a machine’s knowledge and decision-making process related 

to task scheduling is achieved without any need to develop code in a centralized way. 

8. Dynamic reconfiguration of the machine control components becomes possible in 

case of failure occurrence or unavailability of IMCs. 

 

1.3 Thesis Summary 

This section provides an outline of the contents that will be delivered throughout the thesis, 

so that the reader understands the information provided. 

Chapter 2 overviews past and present practices, along with their achievements and challenges 

toward development of intelligent, modular and reconfigurable software components for 

machine control. Furthermore, it introduces the IEC 61499 Function Block architecture and 

the notion of Intelligent Mechatronic components in the industrial automation domain. 

 Chapter 3 describes the rule-based reasoning technique for selection and composition of 

machines’ physical components.  

Chapter 4 introduces a new method for developing controller IMCs, including their 

distributed scheduling and operation to build modular automated machines. 
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Chapter 5 proposes the integration of agents to the IMC concept by introducing an agent-

based design method known as MIRA (Modular, Intelligent and Real-time Agent) to 

represent products as well as machines in manufacturing systems. 

Chapter 6 presents validation of the methods through two case studies conducted in building 

management systems and healthcare domains. 

Chapter 7 summarizes the thesis outcomes, concludes and outlines the future works. 
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2 

Chapter 2: Review of Research and Industrial Practices - State of the Art 

 

The main purpose of this chapter is to overview the global market expectations of 

industrial automation systems and present a background of the related practices to address 

those requirements. Automation systems and in particular, machines, are intrinsically built 

upon the knowledge of mechatronics which incorporates the mechanical, electrical, electronic 

and software characteristics of a system [20]. A significant amount of literature has 

elaborated on different aspects of mechatronic systems. This chapter focuses on commercial 

and research endeavours concerning the development of a machine’s control software using 

modular, intelligent and real-time mechatronic components. 

2.1 Economic Concerns and Market Trend 

Modern manufacturing industries are now facing ever-increasing challenges to respond to 

customer demands and survive in a highly competitive economy. Formerly, customers had no 

choice but to select from companies’ limited ranges of products that were designed for high-

volume production. However, during the last two decades, the global market has changed 

considerably, thanks to globalization and the huge increase in the number of manufacturers. 

Customers are now in a position to state their preferences, dictate their own product design 

and delivery time, and expect lower prices. According to Duguay et al. and as illustrated in 

Figure 2, since 1980, the era of mass production has terminated and flexible/agile production 

has become the dominant paradigm of industrial management [27, 28].  However, the current 

manufacturing paradigms, which are based on centralization and hard-coding of the control 

tasks, lack fundamental skills such as agility, scalability, flexibility, handling complexity, 
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reconfigurability and fault tolerance, which are vital to meeting the expectations of the fast-

changing modern market.  

These shortcomings have caused the traditional approaches of manufacturing control 

systems to become time consuming. Consequently, when introducing a new type of product 

or modifying existing manufacturing equipment, the whole process needs to be redesigned 

from scratch, considerably prolonging a product’s time to market.  

 

Figure 2  Gradual shift from the era of mass production to the era of mass customization 

(adopted from [29]). 

On the other hand, current machine control software design, which is one of the first steps 

toward the design of automation systems, lacks modularity and scalability [30], and 

reconfigurability is entirely neglected in them [31]. Therefore, it is necessary to suggest new 

software methodologies that could address such deficiencies and enhance machine design. 

2.2 Commercial and Industrial Practices 

Automation vendors have continuously strived to tap into developing software tools that 

take the burden of control design away from the machine designer, and provide them with the 

advantages of their software. As an example, Motion Analyser software from Rockwell 

Automation [32] enables faster and  easier design of motion control systems, by allowing the 

engineers to select the mechatronic components through a number of pull-down menus, 

without having to be concerned about the complex calculations or having to looking up 

manufacturer’s data sheets. In addition, the software assists engineers in selecting a 

machine’s behaviour and physical components, and develops the control software that will 
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enhance a machine’s performance. For instance, an engineer can simply enter load 

information (regarding how the load has to be moved), and the software will choose an 

appropriate motor-drive combination for it [32]. The Motion Analyser also assists with other 

performance evaluations such as ratio, tolerance and torque analysis. 

 

LabView (National Instruments (NI) [33]) is another tool that supports the graphical and 

modular control design of mechatronic systems. This dataflow programming language allows 

users to design a control system using graphical software blocks. However, a major drawback 

of these proprietary tools is that they are not interoperable with other vendors’ hardware, 

which restricts customers to a particular vendor, limiting their economic and technical 

options. 

An infinite number of subjects must be taken into account prior to machine synthesis, 

each requiring a vast and specific range of knowledge about that field. Paatz, the managing 

director of a robot integration and process automation company, in [34] admits the 

complexity of machine integration and discusses a wide range of critical information that has 

to be considered in the integration and configuration of industrial robots. For example, before 

synthesizing a pick-and-place robot, such specifications as the size of the work piece, its 

colour and shape, grip, sequence of operation and the required tooling for its end effector (i.e. 

magnet or vacuum) have to be identified [35]. However, instead of configuring each machine 

in a case-by-case manner, a machine composition process can be considered as a bottom-up 

design process in which each mechatronic object (MO) that is used in the machine/robot 

construction has been provided with the appropriate data and decision-making capability to 

be composed, to perform as projected. 

A study conducted in the UK for Ford Motor Company and its associated power-train 

machine builder company, discovered that the current monolithic control software developed 

for engine assembly machines consists mostly of small components that provide a set of 

functionalities (e.g. transport, assembly and test) to the assembly system. The study found 

that, while some control modules were unique to a new application, over 70% of these 

assembly activities were standard, so that significant time and effort could be saved by the 

encapsulation of control functionalities in each device, facilitating their reconfiguration at the 

device level [36]. A prototype of a reconfigurable modular automation system was 

subsequently developed for their engine assembly and machining plants, resulting in  reduced 
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lifecycle costs, improved quality, and the saving of time and effort through the reuse of 

proven components, as reported in [37]. 

2.3 Research Attempts toward Machine Design 

2.3.1 Machines with Physical Reconfigurability  

Reconfigurable Machines (RMs) can be of various types and may be used in a diverse 

range of applications. They are generally classified into the following groups [9]: 

reconfigurable machine tools, reconfigurable featuring systems, reconfigurable assembly 

systems, reconfigurable inspection or calibration systems, and reconfigurable material-

handling systems. For instance, as illustrated in Figure 3, Bi has developed a hybrid 

reconfigurable machine tool consisting of a Parallel Kinematic Machine (PKM) with 3 DOF 

and a linear X-Y table with two DOF[38]. At Hannover University, a research project called 

Modular Synthesis of Advanced Machine Tools (MOSYN) aims to design modular machine 

tools with high-configuration capabilities [39]. 

 

Figure 3  A 5-axis machine tool. a.) virtual model b.) physical model [38]. 

Research at The University of Michigan focuses on scalability of machine tools used in 

high-volume machining [40], introducing an architecture for the design of scalable machines 

and defining some metrics to evaluate reconfigurable machines. The researchers also mention 

four main machine choices for manufacturers: the single-spindle computer-numerical control 

(CNC) machine (Figure 4-a), dedicated transfer machine (Figure 4-b), head changer (Figure 

4-c) and multi-spindle CNC machine (Figure 4-d), then compare their scalability.  
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Figure 4  Four main machine tool choices in manufacturing: a) single-spindle CNC machine, 

b) dedicated transfer machine, c) head changer and d) multi-spindle CNC machine [40]. 

As illustrated in Figure 5, Hsieh at Rockwell Automation Laboratory, USA has exploited 

such off-the-shelf mechatronic components as pneumatic modules, vision system, grippers 

and Hall-effect sensors to build a reconfigurable dual-robot assembly system, that is 

controlled by a PLC [41].  Each module (having one degree of freedom) comprises an air 

cylinder, a pneumatic housing and a Hall-effect sensor. 

 

Figure 5  a) Four configurations of a robot arm composed of pneumatic modules and 

controlled by a PLC b)  Off-the-shelf mechatronic modules such as  slide, pneumatic gripper 
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and rotary modules c) Actual implementation of the dual-robot automated assembly system 

[41]. 

In another research practice, Abramovich et al. elaborate on designing a Reconfigurable 

Array for a Machine Vision Inspection (RAMVI) system which consists of a set of consumer 

web cameras [42]. The RAMVI system has an array of sensors and emitters placed in a 2D 

cell (Figure 6). It performs a 2D inspection of every planar part surface, demanding high-

resolution inspection such as machined surfaces. This approach can also be applied to X-ray 

imaging, scanning, security systems and photocopying. 

 

Figure 6  Example of possible configurations for machine vision inspection system [42]. 

Sherman et al. have comprehensively reviewed the state-of-the-art development of 

physically reconfigurable machines. This research concludes that[9]:  

- while there are significant advantages in using RMs over conventional machines 

when dealing with changes and uncertainties, few RMs have been able to fully 

address variety of task requirements; 

- the majority of the existing implementations are merely prototypes; therefore, they 

have not yet proven their reliability and performance in real industrial environments; 

- there are many challenges ahead of Realization of RMs in automation industry, 

including: generalizing and identifying machine design specification from real 

applications; quantifying the requirements; lack of robust control programming tools, 

and absence of standardization for modular manufacturing components; 

- current reconfiguration approaches are essentially poor, because they merely offer a 

limited number of reconfiguration solutions, as well as using limited types and 
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number of modules. Even some of the claimed RMs are only integral flexible 

systems, in a sense that the system configuration cannot be changed, and 

reconfigurability is only achievable by adjustable parts. 

2.3.2 Component-Based Software Integration 

A component-based software development approach has been practiced for more than a 

decade in control applications. This method is essentially employed to facilitate reusability 

and reconfigurability in machine design.  Ren et al. propose decomposition of real-time 

machines into modules which represent functional behaviours of components and model 

them uniformly as actors [43]. Therefore the software can be seen as a set of predefined 

Actors who are communicating with each other.   Following on from the Actor concept, Selic 

proposes the Real-Time Object-Oriented Modelling method, known as ROOM, which is 

designed for dealing with real-time control systems. It defines a system at two distinct levels: 

an upper level to specify architectural details and the lower level for the implementation 

details of a system [44].  

However, the aforementioned methods are mainly suitable at the design level and do not 

support modifications after the system has been implemented. Also, they are not widely 

adopted by industry because of the following limitations [45]:   

- they follow the traditional top-down design approach, which hinders  their 

reconfigurability, as they require that all components, and their interactions, be fully 

specified before the machine is used, while their external interactions in different 

configurations are still unknown; 

- components are merely partitions of a larger application that encapsulates proprietary 

information. They do not have standardized interfaces, which makes them difficult to 

reconfigure;  

- the control behaviours of these components are defined within an implementation and 

are not modularized and customizable; 

- implementation of software components for an application will be based on its 

particular execution platform (e.g. IOs, processors, communication protocols and so 

on) while the platform will probably change in an application, over time. 
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2.3.3 Model-Driven Software Development Approaches 

 

Machine representation in model-based control systems has a hierarchical object model 

which is structured by decomposing actuators, sensors and other components of a machine 

[46]. This is a top-down design approach in which the whole machine control structure is 

initially modelled using UML (Unified Modelling Language) class diagrams. After the 

machine description at a high level of abstraction, the behaviours of the constituent 

mechatronic components are populated in the model. After refining, the model will be 

manually converted into a modular PLC programme. 

Tranoris and Thramboulidis introduce a method to integrate UML notation and the IEC 

61499 to facilitate the development process of distributed control applications [47]. They use 

a set of transformation rules to automatically transform the UML model, which contains the 

specific requirements of the control application, to the FB diagram. Then a control software 

for a steam boiler with a number of sensors and actuators (i.e. water and steam sensors, along 

with four pumps) is developed as a case study. Bonfé and Fantuzzi  take a Tetra Pak 

packaging machine as a case study and demonstrate [48, 49] how a specification language 

like UML  [50] can be applied for modelling the machine’s logic controllers.  

Lastra  provides a reference mechatronic architecture known as Actor Based Assembly 

System (ABAS),  aiming at incorporating  mechatronic elements such as Plug-and-Play 

components into more complex assembly systems [51]. In this approach, tasks, operations 

and processes of intelligent physical agents (Assembly Actors) are defined in UML, and each 

of them performs a particular task in the assembly system [51]. The proposed solution has 

been endorsed in a case study, in which a part was assembled via two processes, insertion and 

screwing. 

Schütz et al. [52] propose an agent-based control system for production planning and 

execution of flexible manufacturing systems in which agents are operational in real time and 

can be directly implemented on PLCs. In this method, they initially extract machine 

properties from CAD files and generate a hierarchical SysML model which can instantiate 

agents semi-automatically. This approach has been tested on a flexible fixture device. 

Thramboulidis et al. [53] have proposed the 3+1 SysML view-model architecture [54] for the 

industrial automation domain using the IEC 61499 for the software part, while the Modelica 
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modelling language is employed for the mechanical parts. The applicability of this method is 

proven on a Festo MPS(Modular Production System) machine case study.  

Hirsch, in [55] provides a survey of the mapping between SysML and the IEC 61499 

elements along with an introduction of  the transformation tools. The author expands this 

topic, describing a case study in which the requirements of a modular manufacturing system 

underwent a refinement process in order to achieve a fully executable automation code 

compliant to the IEC 61499. This work proves that using SysML can facilitate 

implementation of automation solutions. 

Lin et al. present a model-based design approach for designing machines using SysML in 

order to facilitate modification and customization of existing IMCs and use them in new 

applications [56].  A case study of a delta robot that is tailored to colour sorting application is 

demonstrated. Pang [4] proposes a model-driven methodology for hierarchical modelling and 

generation of IMCs. A knowledge-based model generator is developed which captures the 

design specifications of the automation system then generates the appropriate IMC models. 

This method has been evaluated in a baggage handling system. 

A survey on model-driven design approaches for distributed automation and control 

systems, discussed in [57], maintains that the existing design paradigms for industrial 

automation systems have significant limitations in all system engineering phases, including 

requirement formalization, development, verification, execution and maintenance. 

2.3.4 Holonic and Multi-Agent Systems  

The Holonic Manufacturing paradigm has essentially emerged from the concepts of Holon 

earlier developed by Koestler [58]. Koestler introduced a Holon as a basic living organism of 

a social or living organization [59]. Similar to the original concept, a Holon in manufacturing 

is an autonomous entity that can represent a physical or logical activity and integrate with 

other peers to accomplish a goal. Three distinct levels are envisaged for Holonic 

Manufacturing Systems (HMS) including real-time control, production planning and 

scheduling, and supply chain management. In order to implement the last two holonic levels, 

researchers have exclusively applied the findings of  Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) as 

illustrated in Figure 7 [60]. 
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Figure 7 Structure of holonic agents [60]. 

In the past two decades holonic and agent-based manufacturing systems have gained 

significant research interest. Software agents are commonly characterized by attributes such 

as autonomy, reactivity, pro-activeness, and local views [61]. Agents have been used to 

represent various types of devices, machines and robots in different applications.  

Merdan et al. [62], look at the possibility of matching a Machine Agent (MA) to each 

physical component and applying it in material handling domains where, for instance, each  

conveyor, diverter and pallet  is represented by an agent. Other research [63, 64] has 

attempted to promote software reconfiguration, using Automation Agents to modify the 

control functionality of physical components.  

Vallée et al. [64] propose a multi-agent control architecture for transportation systems 

which is enriched with ontology-driven representation of knowledge and reasoning [65]. The 

results of this study have shown increased agility, robustness and fault resistance.  Lepuschitz 

et al. in [63] have targeted reconfiguration as a pivotal issue in the manufacturing domain, 

and for that purpose, have chosen the IEC 61499 standard for distributed control of physical 

components. Furthermore, they developed an ontology to represent low-level control 

functionalities at the high level and suggest a creative structure that enables reconfiguration 

of the control system on the fly. Obitko et al. [66] proposed a general ontology consisting of 

three main modules representing specification of customer requirement, production planning 

and material handling, and highlighted extensibility, modularity and flexibility as the main 

advantages of  integrating multi-agent systems with ontologies.  
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The PROSA method developed by Brussel et al. introduces three types of holons:  

resource, product and order [67]. Also, Staff holons can be employed in the system to assist 

the holons in fulfilling their tasks. Following on from PROSA architecture, ADACOR 

architecture, proposed by Leitao et al., provides an adaptive control that can balance between 

hierarchical and heterarchical structures, facilitating global production optimisation while 

being agile in responding to unexpected disturbances [68].        

Gouyon et al. [69] proposed a product-driven approach in which product plays a pivotal 

role in manufacturing rationale. This method, which follows the HMS conceptual guidelines, 

in particular PROSA [67], is mainly based on the cooperation between product controllers 

and resource controllers, through exchanging requests (by product controllers) and reports 

(by resource controllers). The product is enriched with information, decision and 

communication capabilities so that it can actively take part in scheduling and execution of 

manufacturing operations, leading to mass customization of products. It therefore presents a 

synthesis technique of the supervisory control theory integrated with the IEC 61499 FBs. The 

function block model introduced in the paper for dynamic reconfiguration of product-driven 

manufacturing control system is designed at two levels: Configuration Management 

Application (A centralized high-level control with a global vision of the system for plan 

configuration and reconfiguration), and Control Application (low-level control embedded in 

resource control hardware). The high-level control applies the supervisory control theory 

(SCT) and its modular extensions to synthesise product and resource supervisors.  The SCT 

model is mainly based on the following: Specification (S) including Goal, Product 

manufacturing plan and Resource capabilities; Plant or generator (P) consisting of Dynamics, 

Manufacturing system capabilities, and Resource dynamics. These types of information are 

extracted from a MES database and lead to generation of rules (Unknown control, Unknown 

product control and Unknown resource control) as product and resource supervisors. The two 

supervisors will cooperate (through request/report semantics), while products are physically 

connected to resources. The results of this study are then demonstrated in a flexible assembly 

case study. 

Simao et al. present a holonic control solution in which causal knowledge is embedded 

as individual rules in Rule holons. They receive facts from Resource holons and decide on 

the appropriate actions to be taken. This method also resembles the product-driven approach, 

in that the Rule holons are in charge of regulating the collaboration between Product holons 

and Resource holons. They develop Rules and Resource holons as C++ objects and use an 
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in–house tool known as “ANAYLYTICE II” to simulate industrial holonic Manufacturing 

Systems. 

In order to improve reconfigurability of manufacturing systems, Chirn at Cambridge 

University developed holonic Component Based Architecture (HCBA) [70] based on 

software component technology. The P+2000 project, developed by a DiamlerChrysler-led 

consortium, [61] is another example of successful holonic manufacturing implementation. 

Instead of attempting to build a manufacturing system from scratch, Covanich et al. 

focus on facilitating the process of integrating a new machine into an existing conventional 

hierarchical manufacturing system [71]. They adopt the HCBA architecture and propose the 

features and interfaces that both the new machine and the existing manufacturing system 

must possess in order to achieve rapid configuration (plug and play) of the machine into the 

system. According to the holonic architecture, a resource holon can be envisaged as a 

miniaturized factory, as it embodies all the functions including planning, scheduling, 

manufacturing order release, manufacturing control and device operation  that are performed 

at different levels in a conventional manufacturing factory [72]. The proposed holonic 

method is implemented in a packing cell in the Cambridge Distributed Information and 

Automation laboratory when a new robot is introduced to the existing system. 

In order to respond quickly to sudden and unpredictable changes in production demands, 

Terzic et al. propose a hybrid two-tier agent architecture, where the reasoning layer serves for 

deliberation and the functionality layer controls sensors and actuators and  reacts within the 

environment [73]. Dynamic process planning and scheduling of agent-based systems have 

been addressed in [74]. 

A comprehensive review of the previous works over the last 20 years in the area of 

holonic and agent-based control systems is provided in [75-78]. Moreover, the authors have 

shed light on some of the future challenges ahead of agents, such as modular, object/service-

oriented and real-time control software design [76]. After considering a wide range of studies 

being conducted in this domain, it can be concluded that one of the prominent solutions, 

multi-agent and holonic manufacturing paradigms [78], has overcome many of the 

aforementioned concerns and provided decentralization of control as well as increasing 

robustness, intelligence and flexibility that are essential for mass customization. However, in 

spite of these advantages, the number of industrial use cases that are fully implemented using 

agents are still limited. Lack of simplicity can be the key reason for their deficiency, as at 
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present no methodology can be applied by an engineer with insufficient experience in agent 

design while being mature enough to satisfy automation systems’ expectations [61]. 

2.3.5 Other Research Endeavours 

Along with the aforementioned research approaches, other methodologies have been 

studied such as those reported in [79-84] on utilising Service-Oriented Architectures (SOAs). 

These are potential approaches to building machines and automation systems. A SOA is 

defined in [85] as an architectural model that aims to enhance the efficiency, agility and 

productivity of an enterprise. A SOA positions services as the primary means through which 

solution logic is represented, in support of the realization of strategic goals associated with 

service-oriented computing. A SOA separates the logical and physical aspects of a resource, 

and all the functionalities of a machine will be encapsulated in its autonomous and self-

contained services. According to a SOA, there are two types of services available in a 

particular device: built-in and dynamically developed services. Built-in services are provided 

by device vendors and are available to be used from the time the device is taken out of a box. 

The dynamic deployment services are the fundamental built-in services (e.g. logical devices 

and services) that can later be installed into the physical device [79].  

SOAs have formerly been applied in a business context to enhance businesses’ 

interoperability, agility and to improve their complexity. Similarly, while they have the 

potential to be applied across all manufacturing system levels, from the enterprise down to 

sensors and actuators [80], their implementation in real industrial automation systems is still 

limited.  

Zuehlke elaborates on the new advances in technologies such as smart devices, 

networked systems, modularity and mobility of devices, and the emergence of standards that 

in the long term could make the vision of “Factory-of-things” happen [86]. 

In robotics, a recent research at Massachusetts Institute of Technology by Rus et al. [87] 

has investigated the possibility of creating self-assembling and self- reconfiguring robot 

systems using small modular cubes. The idea is to build modular cubes that are able to 

change their geometry according to tasks, be grouped together, form the shape of the desired 

robot and perform the given tasks by merely being provided with high-level information. 

Currently all these cube modules are being controlled in a centralized fashion through radio 
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transmission. However, the authors envisage embedding some distributed control algorithms 

inside each module, so that they will behave autonomously. 

Ferrarini et. al. have pursued a hierarchical approach for developing control modules in a 

manufacturing system. The proposed control module represents all control aspects of a 

particular subsystem. Such control modules are generated in XML, then an automatic code 

generator is employed to translate that into one of the IEC 61131-3 PLC languages [88]. Zäh 

et al. propose an integrated setting for the development and simulation of mechatronic 

systems [89]. In general, the manufacturing software architectures that employ the main 

artefacts from the mechatronic world are beneficial to those that solely apply software 

structures. Therefore they can benefit from the amalgamation of the production process, 

production system and control specifications [20]. Various works have attempted to define 

the knowledge of mechatronic components in term of metamodels  [90] or ontologies [62, 64, 

66, 91, 92]. 

Ljungkrantz et. al. have done research on formal verification of what is known as 

Reusable Automation Component (RACs), which are based on the structure of conventional 

control logic languages, such  as  the IEC 61131 and IEC 61499 FBs [93]. 

Mechatronics’ applications are not limited to the manufacturing and industrial automation 

domain; they have been used to build machines in various sectors. For instance, in the 

medical and healthcare domains, Plug-and-Play control design and interoperability of 

medical devices have now become a critical undertaking in technological research. One of 

the reasons for these requirements is the ever-increasing attention that the medical sector is 

now paying to specific treatments required by individual patients. Achieving this goal 

dictates having medical devices that are customizable and, more importantly, are able to 

interact with each other to handle more complex tasks and avoid more risks. Currently, 

vendor-specific devices and proprietary communication systems have prevented clinical 

environments from reaching these goals. This is largely due to the nature of conventional 

software development approaches that are mainly centralized, on a case-by-case basis, and 

demand a high amount of programming effort. Addressing these challenges paves the way for 

engineers to rapidly and more conveniently use these software components in the 

development of their innovative and customized medical systems.  In a survey of Australian 

surgeons [94], the author emphasized this essential demand when he stated that “surgeons 

wanted “Plug-and-Play” (PnP) components like those for computers, or a bioengineer in the 
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OR (operating room). There was a lack of standardization between different brands.” [95] To 

that end, patient safety by interoperability of  plug-and-play medical devices is addressed  in 

[96]. In this research, a clinical case study of a ventilator and a simulated X-ray interacting 

during surgery is described. 

2.4 The IEC 61499 Standard for Distributed Control of Industrial Automation Systems  

Since 1970s, PLC, a major role player as the mainstream technology in the industrial 

automation domain, has opened many frontiers of research to advance the existing 

technologies. Figure 8 illustrates the continuous trend of standardized languages that are 

employed for PLC programming. Among the standard PLC languages, the IEC 61131-3 [97], 

which focuses on the design of control systems, is the most commonly and widespread 

standard, consisting of four programming languages. However, one of the main shortcomings 

of this standard is that it does not support the distribution of control software across multiple 

hardware. 

 

Figure 8 Trend of standardization in PLC programming over years, adapted from [98]. 

 

The International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) has developed the IEC 61499 [23] 

as an open standard for design of distributed control systems [7, 99, 100] . The IEC 61499 

architecture, the successor to the IEC 61131-3 standard, has been proposed to remedy the 

distributed control challenges in industrial automation. This architecture allows nesting 

intelligence into structured and modularized control logic and distributing them into various 

control devices [26]. It also promotes features such as reusability, configurability, system-

level simulation and verification of distributed control software [100]. However, despite its 
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significant benefits over the previous standard, its industrial use cases are still limited. It has 

not yet been adopted by the majority of industrial PLC vendors. 

2.4.1 FB Architecture 

As a part of standardization efforts for distributed industrial automation and control 

systems, the IEC 61499 standard focuses on the internal organization of software 

components. As is shown in Figure 9 , the primary constituent of the IEC 61499 architecture 

is a Basic Function Block (BFB). Also, each FB can be linked with a visualization entity 

(HMI FB) to be used for testing, simulation and monitoring purposes. The BFB interface 

embodies a number of event and data inputs and outputs.  All input and output data are 

triggered with events, and each data input/output has to be associated with at least one event. 

Event signals trigger the evaluations of the corresponding algorithms, and data signals store 

the evaluation results. The functionality of a basic FB is specified in the ECC (Figure 9), 

whose semantics are similar to Moore finite automata, with actions assigned to states. The 

“If-Statement” conditions represented by arrows in an ECC are considered as decisions, 

because they identify when and how an actuation must take place. Transition conditions and 

algorithms can be written by any of the IEC 61131-3 languages and may contain 

mathematical operations as well as comparisons [31]. 

 

Figure 9 An example of a basic function block with its Execution Control Chart. 
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By interconnecting two or more BFBs, more capable blocks, called Composite Function 

Blocks (CFBs), can be created, inheriting their functionalities from their constituent BFBs. 

Once all the required functionalities are either selected from the FB libraries (drag and drop) 

or manually created (in cases when a particular functionality does not exist), they can be 

instantiated as many times as required and connected to one another, to build the whole 

application which is at the top level of the IEC 61499 architecture. By   adding   control   

hardware   layout   and   communication network topology to the FB application, a 

deployable system configuration is obtained. A more comprehensive description of IEC 

61499 standard can be found in [23, 101]. 

2.4.2    Model-View-Control (MVC) Design Pattern 

The Model-View-Control (MVC) design pattern [102] was originally developed for object-

oriented software engineering. It was adapted by Christensen [97] to industrial automation 

and the IEC 61499 architecture. In the adapted MVC interpretation, as indicated in Figure 10, 

the core part of automation software is structured from two interconnected components: 

- Controller, which implements a set of desired control operations, and 

- Object, which provides an interface to the input/output signals, or to one of the 

behavioural Models. 

The identical interfaces make the Model component interchangeable with the Object 

component, thus providing an easy pathway from simulation to deployment. The combination 

of these two functions enables simulation of the system in closed loop with the actual ready-

for-deployment control code. Moreover, the simulation model is obtained with a high degree 

of components’ reuse. Additionally, the View component supports interactive simulation by 

rendering the system’s status based on the parameters provided by the Model. It can also be 

reused in different deployment scenarios. Being connected to the real object instead of the 

Model, the View component will render the object’s status in real time. Other functions, such 

as Diagnostics and Database Logger, are also fed by the data from the Object or the Model. In 

contrast, the Human-Machine Interface (HMI) component is connected in the closed loop 

with the controller. 
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Figure 10  Model-View-Controller design pattern for the IEC 61499 [103]. 

The main benefits of MVC design pattern are as follows: firstly, it provides a clear and 

intuitive separation of different system aspects into components and suggests a template for 

event and data flows among them. Each functional aspect is implemented as a FB. The library 

of such FBs can then be used to create applications with a desired set of implemented aspects.   

As   a   result,   it   allows   easy   modification   and replacement of any component in the 

application without affecting the others. Secondly, it provides a pathway for model-centric 

design, where modelling and simulation are inherently integrated in the design process. 

2.4.3 IMC Concept 

Following the MVC design pattern, the Intelligent Mechatronic Component (IMC) 

architecture was proposed in [7] and then formally defined in [4] to facilitate developing 

modular and reusable control software for industrial automation.  The fundamental idea of 

IMC is to encapsulate hardware and software models of mechatronic devices into a single-

design artefact. Similar to FB concept, an IMC can be viewed as a black box that is only 

accessible by its interface [31]. Simple IMCs can be hierarchically composed to form more 

complex ones. The final automation system is thereby a network of interconnected IMCs.  

By generalizing the IMC approach, the bottom-up control synthesis of machines, and at a 

higher level, automated systems, becomes possible.  The software applications of IMCs are 

not dependent on the topology of execution platforms; i.e. they demonstrate an identical 

behaviour when executed on various computation resources, instead of on a single device, or 

vice versa [104]. 
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2.4.4 Tools compliant with IEC 61499  

 

There are two main research-oriented compliant tools with the IEC 61499:  FBDK [105] 

and 4DIAC [106]. FBDK facilitates building and testing data types, function block types, 

adapter types, functions, resource types, device types, network segment types and system 

configurations based on the standard. Similarly, the main objective of 4DIAC tool is to 

provide a free and open source IDE for developing the IEC 61499-compliant automation and 

control applications [106].   

Currently, NxtStudio [107] and ISaGRAF [108] are two commercial software tools which are 

compliant with the IEC 61499, and their code is deployable into various available hardware 

such as Siemens, Wago, Beckhoff and Advantech controllers [109]. However, the number of 

these conformable controllers is growing. 

 ISaGRAF is the world’s first industrial automation software tool to be compliant with 

both the IEC 61131 and the IEC 61499 industrial standards. It enables the development of 

distributed control systems and meets the requirements of  a vast range of applications and 

market demands such as aerospace, chemical, food and beverage, power generation oil and 

gas, and so forth [110].  

The other commercial tool “NxtStudio” was developed by an Austrian company 

nxtControl. This development tool provides an efficient mechanism of embedding 

visualization and models of physical objects into software components known as CAT 

(Composite Automation Type). In NxtStudio, CATs are defined as software equivalents of 

real devices or applications, which are object oriented, self contained and reconfigurable. 

Each CAT consists of a control part, a set of HMIs, corresponding I/O connections and 

documentation. In general, CATs provide integrated solutions for viewing, interacting and 

parameterizing the underneath control system. In other words, the emerged concept of 

Model/View/Control design pattern [102] by IEC 61499 standard has now been introduced as 

CATs in NxtStudio. Figure 11 illustrates a colour sorting application whose control and 

visualization are implemented using CAT modules, and applied in a NxtStudio v1.5 

environment. 
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Figure 11 Colour sorting implementation using NxtStudio v1.5 software  a.) delta robot, ball 

trays and a semi rotary ball loader in operation b.) NxtStudio HMI of the ball sorting tray 

created by populating the developed CAT HMIs c.) Control application created by drag-and-

drop and connection of the CATs for each constituent device. 

2.4.5 Research Related to The IEC 61499 

A number of research and pilot industrial practices have elaborated on incorporating the 

IEC 61499-distributed architecture into multi-agent and holonic control systems in various 

domains such as baggage handling systems [111, 112] and material handling [113, 114]. In 

most of these cases, the mechatronic components are standard and can be accompanied with a 

logical behaviour regardless of the context of their use [115].  As a result, the automation 

system can be defined as an orchestrated network of interconnected simple behaviours that 

could be plugged into the system from a standardised library of components [116]. Likewise, 

the FB concept can be envisaged as a means to represent a machine or a mechatronic part 

thereof [100].   

Christensen in [117] introduces the notion of integrating Function blocks as lower level 

control into holons through usage of software agents. Brennan et al. at the University of 

Calgary have investigated using function blocks to improve reconfigurability of HMS in real 
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time and avoid disturbances [30]. However, the problem with this is that all possible changes 

that may occur during operation have to be programmed in advance, based on the designer’s 

perception of probable faults. Following on from this research, a project [118] at Calgary 

University on dynamic reconfiguration of holonic manufacturing systems,  based on the IEC 

61499, is described. In this study, various applications are developed in advance. Based on 

the system conditions, one of them will be executed, but the previously mentioned 

shortcoming still exists; all reconfiguration contingencies must be anticipated, and 

downloaded to the controller hardware beforehand. 

Zoitl in [31] proposes the notion of enabling real-time reconfiguration of FBs by merely 

adding a set of functionalities to the standardized FBs. The work in [119] elaborates on how 

semantic knowledge can be added to the Function Blocks, using Web Ontology Language 

(OWL) in order to speed up discovery and composition of FBs in an automation application. 

Also, some literature such as [120-122] has reported on migration from the IEC 61131 into 

the IEC 61499. In the area of assembly, Shirley et al. highlight the concept of Evolvable 

Assembly Systems (EAS), aiming at creating a “Plug & Produce” environment [123]. They 

exploit both agent and the IEC 61499 technologies and focus on the challenges of allocating 

the appropriate assembly skills into process requirement [124]. A comprehensive review of 

all the research activities around the IEC 61499 architecture is provided in [100]. 

2.4.6 FB Applications 

The IEC 61499 standard has previously been examined in numerous research projects 

such as flexible shoe production [26, 125], baggage handling systems [111, 126], motion 

control [127]  mechatronics and robotics [100] automotive embedded systems [128] and 

building management systems [103, 129, 130]. The results explain the significant advantages 

gained, in comparison with the conventional PLC implementations based on the IEC 61131-

3.  

Other uses of the IEC 61499 technology, along with its benefits, have been reported in 

[109]. However, the range of application and effectiveness of this technology is not confined 

to the specified industry sectors. For instance, it can tap into medical and healthcare 

applications, because the general concept of control logic design is similar in different 

domains. As well, the accuracy and precision of the current industrial machineries and robots 

implemented with FBs are somewhat comparable with the advanced robots employed in the 

medical sector. For instance, a Delta robot prototype, developed in 2010 by NxtControl [107, 
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131], is fully programmed and controlled with the IEC 61499 technology. A similar Delta 

robot type (when customized and armed with the appropriate tools) can be used in surgical 

operations, as it has already been used for maxillofacial surgery [132, 133]. Furthermore, this 

application demonstrates how high-speed and real-time control of robots can be achieved 

through this technology.  

The IEC 61499 design architecture is also appropriate for building management system 

(BMS) applications. Essentially, the application of the IEC 61499 standard in BMS facilitates 

the decentralization and the interaction of the BMS subsystems through FBs across the 

control hierarchy. A decentralized BMS consists of several main applications, such as 

lighting, ventilation and air-conditioning, heating, and so on.  Each application is built from a 

network of FBs implementing the complete functions of the corresponding subsystem.  

2.5 Summary of the Current Challenges and Expectations from Modern Automation 

Systems 

A thorough study and evaluation of the current practices within the industrial automation 

domain provides an overview of all the past and present efforts put into leveraging the quality 

of control logic design for mechatronic systems. A chronology of the main technological 

milestones, along with their pros and cons, are outlined in Figure 12. 

 

Figure 12 Gradual elevation of control logic design of machines and mechatronic systems 

over time, including their pros and cons. 
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When reviewing most of the related literature in the industrial automation domain, it 

becomes evident that a variety of expectations are envisaged from desirable automation 

systems, and that each research group has attempted to find a solution to one or more aspects 

of them, as shown in Table 1. 

Table 1 Expectations from modern automation systems with their root causes 

 

     Desired 

Feature/Expectation 

Root cause 

M I R 

Reconfigurability ● ●  

Scalability ● ●  

Adaptability  ●  

Failure avoidance ● ● ● 

Agility  ● ● 

Reliability  ●  

Reasoning-ability  ●  

Design simplicity ●   

Robustness  ● ● 

Reusability ●   

Distribution ability ●  ● 

Plug-and-Play ● ● ● 

M: Modularity I: Intelligence R: Real time behaviour. 

Analysis of each of the expected attributes in Table 1 reveals that they all can be derived 

from three main characteristics: Modularity, Intelligence and Real-time behaviour. For 

instance, reusability can be considered a result of modularity. A survey of distributed 

intelligence [6] shows that the European automation industry has identified  modularization 

of systems and machines as one of the key requirements for its success in research and 

marketing. Similarly, in order to have a reliable, robust and failure-tolerant manufacturing 

system, it would be necessary to develop a modular, intelligent and real-time control system. 

This would foresee probable failures in the manufacturing system and dynamically react to 

their occurrence by removing faulty components and substituting them with their counterpart.  

The distribution ability of the control system is another inevitable benefit derived from the 

modularized software design. However, simplicity remains a key element in the design of 
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control systems. In fact, intricacy is the main reason why most recent technologies have not 

widely been adopted in the automation domain, because, regardless of the maturity and 

effectiveness of any solution, it has to be simple. On the other hand, very simple solutions - 

such as merely changing the parameters of the software components - will not significantly 

help, as it is almost impossible to develop and maintain software that can accommodate all 

the required changes, in advance [31]. Therefore, while acknowledging the importance of 

simplicity and distribution, this thesis is concerned principally with modularity, intelligence 

and real-time behaviour in the control software design of automation systems.     
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3 

Chapter 3: Rule-Based Composition of Machine’s Physical Components  

This chapter proposes a rule-based reasoning approach for machines’ automated 

composition of physical mechatronic components using Prolog programming language.  

3.1 Value Creation chain of Industrial Automation Systems 
 

The value creation chain of automation systems has four main players (Figure 13): device 

vendors, machine vendors, system integrators and industrial enterprises [134]. They are all 

dependent upon each other and will considerably benefit if they receive composable 

components from their predecessors [119].  Machine building is the first composition stage 

taking place within this chain. An increase in the number of configurations at this level leads 

to a significant increase in configuration variations at the system level and ultimately will be 

favourable for handling heterogeneous product requirements [63]. 

 

Figure 13 Value creation chain of industrial automation systems, adapted from [134]. 
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While machine builders have always wanted to build modular and intelligent machines 

to expand their product variant, complexity has been considered one of the principle 

challenges to realization of machine composition [135]. This complexity is essentially caused 

by the vast range of intelligent mechatronic components (IMCs) and tools that can be used 

for composing machines, and unlimited combinations of client’s requirements that need to be 

met. Moreover, because it is unlikely that a vendor would be able to supply all the 

mechatronic components required for a machine and an automation system, an ideal machine 

has to be composed of the best and most capable IMCs from a variety of automation vendors. 

Apart from a machine’s initial composition, once it is operating, changes in the IMCs may 

occur because of  [31]: 

- new task requirements; 

- a breakdown in any of the mechatronic components; 

- an increase/decrease in the production throughput; 

- a bug fix in an IMC’s  software component, and  

- replacement of an IMC’s control algorithm with a more advanced one (e.g. adding a 

friction-compensating algorithm for a servomotor drive).  

Occurrence of such changes at any stage of the machine life cycle is inevitable and will 

require a rapid re/planning of the machine’s constituent components. Therefore, the main 

objective would be to find a fast and robust solution, by building and reconfiguring a 

machine or a robot via a given set of IMCs that are capable of performing the desired tasks, 

while satisfying additional constraints. 

The proposed rule-based reasoning system eliminates the need of an expert machine 

builder to make any modification in the machine configuration. This method is inspired by 

the technologies developed in the field of artificial intelligence (AI) [91].  Through this 

method, IMCs are enriched with semantic knowledge representation. Then, based on the 

provided knowledge representation of available IMCs, the rule-based engine performs some 

reasoning to compose the most appropriate machine configuration that is capable of carrying 

out the requirements. Such decision making can take place both at the machine design stage, 

or later, at its reconfiguration.  

The architecture of the approach is shown in Figure 14. The inputs for the reasoning system 

are task/product requirements, knowledge representation and availability of IMCs, and the 
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output of the reasoning engine will be the layout by which the physical IMCs must be 

assembled.  

 

Figure 14 Rule-based machine synthesis. 

3.2 Methodology Clarification through a Case Study 
 

 To clarify the proposed methodology (illustrated in Figure 14), a simple case study is 

considered in which the automatic composition of a reconfigurable pick-and-place (PnP) 

manipulator with various linear cylinders is achieved through a rule-based reasoning. It is 

assumed that the manipulator can be supplied in many configurations, three of which are 

presented in Figure 15. 

The role of the manipulator is to pick up work pieces from the trays specified by coordinates 

(X, Y) and drop them on a slider located at the origin (0, 0). As can be inferred from Figure 

15, depending on various customer requirements (e.g. tray positions), the manipulator may 

have different compositions of cylinders, and as more work pieces are added, the control 

system complexity increases substantially. Furthermore, for a given set of requirements 

(positions of input and output trays), there can be many feasible configurations of the 

manipulator that differ in some important parameters, such as cost. Finding an optimal 

solution among feasible configurations in the presented manipulator example sheds light on 
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real industrial cases where the level of complexity of machines may be significantly higher.

   

Figure 15 An example illustrating the increasing level of complexity in  Pick and Place robots 

composed of identical mechatronic components. 

  

3.3 Rule-Based Programming using Prolog Language 

 

 Prolog (an acronym for “programming in logic”), has been promoting the idea of 

programming with logic for over four decades. Prolog rules are easily understood by humans, 

and are also executable on machines. Up to the present day, Prolog has proven its exceptional 

robustness and flexibility for problems such as planning and scheduling. Prolog has been 

applied to programmes which require symbolic computation and is especially well suited for 

solving problems which require dealing with objects and their associations with each other, to 

perform reasoning about them [5].  Moreover, the fact that programming with Prolog is to a 

large extent close to mathematical logic, makes it appropriate for implementing knowledge 

representation of industrial mechatronic systems as well as reasoning about them. A similar 

approach has been frequently used in expert systems in the AI domain. 
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3.4 Declarative Versus Procedural Knowledge in Prolog 

Procedural programming is a common approach in the design of automated control 

systems. However, maintaining large amounts of procedural code over time is an intricate 

task. Also, because they are written to reason about particular problems, they may not be 

easily tailored to another machine, or even another configuration of an identical machine. 

Programming in Prolog can be perceived in both a declarative and procedural way [5]. The 

procedural meaning of Prolog defines how questions are answered.  The order in which 

clauses are defined is important and thus can influence the search speed and its effectiveness. 

According to this view, Prolog searches for solutions (with backtracking) by following the 

procedures to discover the accuracy of the goal and deliver the instantiations of the variables 

which satisfy the goal.  

On the other hand, the declarative meaning of programming is that Prolog does not rely 

on the order of clauses and goals. In fact, one of the outstanding characteristics of Prolog is 

that it thoroughly distinguishes itself from the common “how-type” [5] languages which 

require detailed description of the methods by which the problem must be solved. Instead it 

provides the programmers with the opportunity to focus on describing the situations and what 

problems have to be solved.  

3.5 Machine’s Knowledge Representation  

In order to delegate the decision-making tasks that are associated with machine 

composition to the Prolog reasoning engine, it is first necessary to develop the machine’s 

knowledge base. The knowledge of a machine consists of task/product specifications, the 

processes it must undergo to fulfil the tasks, and knowledge of all the IMCs of which it 

consists. IMC knowledge, which is provided by its vendor, includes its mechanical, electrical, 

electronic and software features and capabilities. The more accurate and detailed is the 

knowledge provided to the reasoner about the IMCs, their associations and properties, the 

better and more efficient will be the results. Provision of such IMC characteristics will enable 

the reasoning engine to determine both the IMC’s usefulness for operation and its 

compatibility with the rest of the components selected for machine synthesis. In Prolog, a 

machine knowledge base is provided by a set of domain-specific facts and rules that have to 

be developed by machine builders or experts in each particular field. 

Facts are statements that are always unconditionally true. They can be initially defined in a 

generic way using variables and later be instantiated by assigning objects/values to them. In 
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Prolog, variables start with upper-case letters and constants start with lower-case letters. The 

following are example facts written in Prolog programme (P): 

- There are objects(X) that are called actuators.  

(P):  actuator(X). 

- A cylinder is an actuator.  

(P):  actuator(cylinder). 

- Each cylinder(Cylname) has a quantity(Y). 

(P): qnt(Cylname,Y) 

- Cylinder “a” has a quantity of two (e.g. at the storage)  

(P): qnt( a, 2). 

Along with defining facts in a machine knowledgebase, rules must be developed to 

clarify the relationships among the facts. Rules can be defined as a robust method of 

representing knowledge in a logical way. In spite of facts that are always true, rules’ 

correctness depends on the correctness of their conditions. Also, various expressions can be 

grouped together using operators (such as AND, NOT, OR), comparators, and so forth to 

make more complex rules. 

Among various Knowledge representation methods and formalisms for expert systems, 

IF-THEN rules are certainly one of the most natural, common and intuitive ways of defining 

knowledge. One of the significant advantages of using IF-THEN rules is that they are 

modular, in that each represents a sole piece of knowledge. Therefore, they can be modified 

gradually over the machine’s life time cycle without affecting the other rules. Similarly they 

can be conveniently added to or removed from the entire programme [5].  

The IF-THEN way of representing rules in rule-based languages such as Prolog are similar to 

the way that humans perform reasoning in their daily lives. Similarly, in this context, rules 

define knowledge by intuitively capturing and describing IMC operation rules, production 

steps (product recipe) rules, machine composition rules, inferring new facts from formerly 

known facts, and so on. Examples of IF-THEN rules are: 

- if a work piece is heavier than a certain load, or has wholes on its surface, a vacuum 

gripper is not a suitable end-effector for picking it up; 

- if A happens, then do B; 

- if condition C is true, then conclusion D holds; 
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- if requirement E and F are met, then execute task G; 

- if condition I does not hold, then conditions J and K hold, and 

- if value of L > M, then set N = S. 

Prolog rules consist of two sections: a “Body” section which contains the condition/s, 

and a “Head” section that embodies the rule conclusion. As an example, the following rule 

states that among the members of the cylinder group, if there is one “Cyl” (a variable) which 

has a power source of X and that X is equal to “pneu” (pneumatic), it can be concluded that 

the cylinder is also member of the pneumatic cylinder group.  

 

3.6 Reasoning Based on the Machine Knowledge Base 
 

After the machine’s knowledge base is developed by human experts, a reasoning 

procedure must be performed by the reasoner to search through the corresponding space state 

and, based on the given requirements, choose the appropriate machine compositions. Next, 

additional constraints may be defined as queries, to further refine and narrow down the 

number of solutions. These constraints are imposed either by the control engineer or by 

product requirements. Some of the constraints include: which configuration operates more 

efficiently, faster, safer, or which configuration will be cheaper, more power saving, and 

failure tolerant. Next, various result refinements are applied by the reasoner to achieve the 

optimum machine composition. 

Forward chaining and backward chaining, two basic methods in reasoning on rule-based 

systems to find the solutions, can be simply implemented in Prolog [5]. Selection of the 

forward or backward chaining algorithm will depend on the type of the application; however, 

both approaches work fine for machine composition. 

Prolog can be simply queried in many different ways about the truth or contents of the 

declared clauses in a programme. It treats each query as one or more goals that need to be 

satisfied. Depending on whether the queried goals are achievable or not, the answers to the 

questions may be positive or negative. Hence, if multiple answers meet the requirements 
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identified in the goal, the Prolog reasoner provides as many of them as required by the user.  

A query can accommodate more than one question. For instance, other constraints can be 

added to the main goal and asked as one query from the Prolog reasoner. The result of the 

query will be only true if every single condition (goal) defined in the query is true and 

achievable. This will be clearly demonstrated in the PnP case study, but two simple question 

types written in Prolog programme, along with their answers, are shown here:  

Query 1: Is cylinder an actuator?  

 ?-actuator(cylinder) » Answer: “yes” 

      Query 2: Find X such that X is the quantity of “a”. 

 ?-qnt (a,X). »  Answer: “X=2” 

  Once the IMCs are composed and the machine configuration is decided and optimised by 

the rule reasoning engine, then the IMCs’ software components can be dragged from the 

vendor’s libraries and dropped in the control application to operate the machine. The machine 

types derived as reasoning solutions will all be able to perform the given tasks, but will 

require different control software and procedures to accomplish the tasks. The way in which 

identical software components will be able to cope with these changes will be explained in 

the next chapter. 

3.7 Problem Formulation Exemplified in a PnP Machine Case Study 
 

 In this section, the simple Pick and Place robot introduced in section  3.2 is selected to 

illustrate the problem of machine synthesis. The problem consists of finding how the required 

components of machine can be automatically composed based on the requirements and 

constraints defined by the user. In this example, the goal would be to suggest the type and 

quantities of cylinders required for composition of the Pick and Place robot that can pick up 

work pieces from all the given positions and drop them on the slider located at the origin. The 

knowledge representation of the PnP manipulator was implemented in Visual Prolog 7.3 

[136] and the reasoning was performed by Prolog Inference Engine (PIE). 

 Figure 16 illustrates how the intended configuration problem is formally defined. The 

robot is defined as two Horizontal and Vertical lines, with a suction gripper being moved in 

X and Y direction. This is further captured in the robot (two axes) rule.  
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Figure 16 Problem formulation of PnP robot consisting of a number of mechatronic 

components (e.g. cylinders). 

Once the robot’s main structure is defined, it must be further described in terms of its 

sub-components. For instance, each line is made of at least one or more cylinders. This 

definition is formulated using the line (single axis) rule. There is also a set of cylinder types 

with different attributes, such as name, length, power source and price (Figure 17) that can be 

placed in each line. Moreover, each cylinder has a quantity attribute, which represents how 

many cylinders of each type are available at the storage (Figure 17) and can be used in the 

robot configuration. In this manipulator, the order of positioning cylinders in a line is not 

constrained. Also it is assumed that cylinders are able to move continuously and stop at any 

position. 

 

Figure 17  Knowledge definition of the robot’s sub components. 
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 Once the robot is described, its tasks should also be specified. Each work piece position is 

characterized by its XY coordinates, as is expected to be transferred from the input trays to 

the drop point located at the origin (0, 0) (Figure 18).  

 

Figure 18 Task specification (tray positions). 

 After the tasks have been properly defined, based on the assumptions made in this case 

study, the robot will aim to pick up the work pieces from any location in the range of a virtual 

rectangle drawn between the minimum and maximum of the given X and Y coordinates for 

all work pieces (Figure 19). 

 

Figure 19   Goal definition. 

 The list of rules developed for this purpose, along with two rule examples, are mentioned 

below. The other defined rules in the programme may be found in appendix A. The first rule 

defines the robot, based on two cylinder lines and its total price. The second example rule 

describes a cylinder group in which all its members are pneumatic. 

- Defined Rules for PnP manipulator (15 Rules) 

Canget (from storage) – member (list membership)–canreach (distance reached with a 

single cyl type) – min (among two figures) - minlist-max (among two figures) – 

maxlist – enclosed (Rectangle) - Concatenation- line (single axis) - robot* (two axes) 

- samepowergroup-pneumaticgroup**-electricgroup – goal; 
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- Rule 1 (robot*): A 2D robot which can reach the desired “Length” and “Width” 

 

robot (Length,Width,Horizontalline,Verticalline,Totalprice):- 

          line (Length,Horizontalline,HLinePrice), 

          line(Width, Verticalline, VLinePrice), 

          not(  

                 member((Cyl,Qnt1,_,_),Horizontalline), 

                 member((Cyl,Qnt2,_,_),Verticalline),qnt(Cyl,Qnt),   

                       ((Qnt1+Qnt2)>Qnt) 

                       ) , 

    Totalprice=HLinePrice+VLinePrice. 

 

According to this rule, a robot has a length and a width, a number of cylinders creating its 

horizontal line and a set of other cylinders will be lined up in the vertical line. Also the total 

price of the robot is mentioned in the robot rule as an important parameter in manipulator 

composition which has to be minimized.  The total price of the robot is calculated by price 

summation of the cylinders considered for both horizontal and vertical lines. The negation 

condition is also added to ensure that the sum of the quantities of each cylinder type 

employed in horizontal and vertical lines is not greater than the actual quantity of that 

cylinder type. For instance, if there is only four cylinders of type A available for manipulator 

composition, the maximum number using type A cylinders in both lines will be four, though 

employing lesser quantities (0- 3) of that cylinder type is always possible. 

 

- Rule 2 (pneumaticgroup**): The line which contains only pneumatic cylinders 

 

pneumaticgroup(List):-  

     (member((_,_,Pow,_),List),Pow=pneu). 

 

This rule states that if in a list (of cylinders), there is a member with pneumatic (pneu) 

power characteristic, the member (cylinder) will also belong to the pneumatic group list. 

 

 After the goal is fully defined in the form of rules, in order to perform reasoning, the 

machine’s knowledge base must be completed by instantiating the previously defined facts 
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and rules by associated information (e.g. identifying the available mechatronic components to 

it). For example, the instances of cylinder types and their storage quantities for the robot are 

listed below. 

 

 If the required XY tray positions are given as “goals”, the reasoner will embody all the 

points in a rectangle and attempt to identify the configurations in which the robot can reach 

any point within the enclosed rectangle while satisfying other requirements. There can be 

also various examples of extra requirements, such as finding the cheapest configuration, or 

searching for only the solutions that are built by cylinders with analogous power sources (e.g. 

only pneumatic or electric). The combining of various goals and conditions (defined as 

queries) results in different numbers of solutions, as shown below. It is evident that, as the 

number of defined constraints in a goal is increased, the number of solutions may decrease. or 

possibly no solution may be found. 

Query 1- Find all configurations:   

»goal([(0,0),(1,1),(1,2),(3,3)],Horizontalline,Verticalline,Totalprice)    

Result: 148 Solutions 

Query 2- Find all configurations that cost less than 800:  

»goal([(0,0),(1,1),(1,2),(3,3)],Horizontalline,Verticalline,Totalprice), Totalprice<800 

Result: 5 Solutions (Figure 20)    

Query 3- Find All configurations with cylinders of the same power type:  

»goal([(0,0),(3,3)],Horizontalline,Verticalline,Totalprice),samepowergroup(Horizontalline,V

erticalline)  

Result :  18 Solutions 

Query 4- Find All Configurations with only pneumatic cylinders that cost less than 1500:  

           Cylinder Instances                 Cylinder Quantities 

  cyl(Name, Length, Power, Price)        qnt (Name,Quantity) 

        cyl(a,1,pneu,200).                        qnt(a,2). 

         cyl(b,2,pneu,250).                        qnt(b,2). 

         cyl(c,3,pneu,300).                        qnt(c,2). 

         cyl(d,1,elect,400).                        qnt(d,2). 

         cyl(e,2,elect,500).                        qnt(e,2). 

         cyl(f,3,elect,600).                         qnt(f,2). 
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»goal([(0,0),(3,3)],Horizontalline,Verticalline,Totalprice),pneumaticgroup(Horizontalline,Ve

rticalline),Totalprice<1500      

Result :9 Solutions 

 

Figure 20 Illustration of all the inferred solutions for the second query. 

 In this example, all possible solutions were explored using the Prolog’s built-in 

backtracking mechanism, because the state space was relatively small and search results were 

derived instantly. However, in more complex machine composition cases having larger state 

spaces, more focused search algorithms may be applied to enhance search efficiency, 

minimize reasoning time,  and reach the feasible and desired solutions, by just searching 

through a small fraction of the machine data [137]. 

  This case study focused on initial configuration of mechatronic components at machine 

design stage; however, the same approach can be pursued for their reconfiguration. For 

instance, in this example, if a cylinder fails to operate properly or reaches its maximum cycle 

time, the planner can exclude it from the knowledge base of active components and search 

for the next proper configuration(s) that can satisfy the operation requirements. 

3.8 Resemblance Between Prolog Rules and SWRL Language in Semantic Knowledge 

Development 

 

 Since the 1990s, use of semantic knowledge development techniques have succeeded in 

finding a significant position in the manufacturing domain for the AI community [138]. 

Semantic knowledge, or in other words, “Ontology”, is the formal representation of 

knowledge by defining a number of domain-specific concepts, attributes, relations and rules. 

In the automation domain, ontology is used as a tool to explicitly express knowledge in a 

machine readable form [139]. The ontologies are developed and subsequently used for 

describing a domain of knowledge or to perform reasoning about that domain [140]. In such 
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an ontology, current operations, states and conditions of the mechatronic components are 

defined by facts and rules; as well, it specifies how those components should react and 

respond to inputs from the environment [139]. In recent years, a significant amount of 

research has combined rule-based programming and semantic web ontologies with recent 

manufacturing control technologies. Some of these studies will now be discussed. 

 Lemaignan, S., et al. [141] present an ontology called “MASON” (Manufacturing’s 

Semantics Ontology) and employ it in automatic cost estimation and semantic-based MAS 

applications in the manufacturing domain. In MASON three concepts of entity, operation and 

resource build the whole ontology. Dai et al. in [142] propose a layered ontology model for 

the IEC 61499 which defines all the elements of the IEC 61499 and their interrelationships . 

This ontology, developed using SWRL rules, will be used for design recovery, 

reconfiguration, semantic analysis and code generation of systems based on IEC 61499 

standards.  

 Prolog language has been a model for developing the Semantic Web Rule Language 

(SWRL) [143], and there is a high resemblance between their syntaxes. For instance, below 

the has_sensor relation is defined as the inverse of the senses_position_of relation in both 

languages (Figure 21). 

Cylinder has_sensor
Position 

Sensor

senses_position_of

 

Figure 21 Relation between cylinder and position Sensor. 

- Prolog rule: 

has_sensor (Cylinder, Position sensor):- senses_position_of (Position sensor, Cylinder). 

- SWRL rule: 

has_sensor (?cylinder, ?position sensor):- senses_position-of(?position sensor, ?cylinder). 

 SWRL has been  commonly used as a rule language for ontologies and has been proposed 

and endorsed by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) [144]. On the other hand, Prolog 

has been used mostly in academic research because of its mathematical elegance and 
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simplicity; however, it can conveniently be used to solve real industrial applications such as 

machine composition. This is because Prolog rules can easily be converted to SWRL and 

applied in the ontological context, which is why Prolog was exploited for defining a domain-

specific knowledge base for mechatronic objects in this research. This approach benefits from 

Prolog’s outstanding reasoning capabilities to be employed in identifying the most efficient 

composition solutions.  

3.9 Chapter Summary 
 

Use of fixed machine configuration for mass production is always considered a high-risk 

choice, as it is continually susceptible to obsolescence [36]. Therefore, modular machines 

that are capable of being composed in different ways, in spite of their initial costs will always 

be useful and reliable for long-time operation. Rule-based programming languages have 

facilitated embedding knowledge-based reasoning and intelligence into machine design of 

automation systems. However, their current level of influence on real industrial applications 

is low. This field has to improve in order to maturely fulfil all real industrial automation 

needs. To this end, this research aimed at contributing via the following aspects:  

- exhibited improvement in decision-making abilities of intelligent machines through 

augmentation of reasoning with declarative knowledge expression and rule-based 

techniques. However, provision of a standardized knowledge for IMCs by vendors is 

a significant step toward realization of the concept; 

- proved the feasibility and benefits of using Prolog to tackle computational complexity 

in IMC composition. However, lack of technical support from the software tool 

vendor and its acceptability among industrial practitioners were realized as two of the 

shortcomings of using Prolog, and  

- described a case study to employ rule-based knowledge representation and decision 

making in synthesis of IMCs to build robust and scalable machines.  
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4 
Chapter 4: Software Composition and Distributed Operation Scheduling in 

Modular Automated Machines 

 

This chapter is primarily focused on the IMC’s control logic part, knowledge 

representation and autonomous behaviour, as they have not been addressed in previous 

research on IMC. It proposes a new software composition method for automated machines 

that exploits their mechatronic modularity. It is demonstrated that the desired behaviour of a 

certain class of machines can be composed of the behaviours of its individual mechatronic 

components, including fully decentralized scheduling and operation control. This research 

aims at increased performance of software design and maintenance, as well as systems 

flexibility and reconfigurability. The IEC 61499 Function Blocks architecture is used as an 

implementation platform that enables system level simulation and transparency of 

deployment. A configurable Pick and Place manipulator with decentralized control 

synthesized using the proposed approach is chosen as an example. 

4.1 Main Features of Modular Control Software Demonstrated in the PnP Manipulator Case 

Study 

The proposed method ensures the modularity, intelligence and real-time behaviour of 

control software of IMCs based on the IEC 61499 FBs to facilitate their synthesis, generation 

and operation in machine building. These three features will also allow the IMCs’ rapid re-

configuration whenever one or more of the following conditions have taken place: 

-  one or more IMCs are added to a machine or removed from it; 

- IMCs employed in a machine are substituted by compatible IMCs that could provide 

similar functionalities; 
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- task requirements are altered, or ordered products are modified, and  

- environment conditions (e.g. safety concerns, sequential/concurrent operation) are 

changed.  

If such changes are made in the machine configuration, considerable care must be taken to 

ensure that the machine will maintain its ability to perform the tasks properly. It requires 

software adherence to the applied changes. For instance, if an IMC is replaced with a new 

one, the new IMC does not need to possess all the capabilities of its predecessor. However, it 

must contain the minimum functionalities necessary for the given task. 

As an example of the proposed approach, the design of a control logic solution for the 

Pick-and-Place (PnP) manipulator (Figure 22) with a variety of possible mechatronic 

configurations is used throughout this chapter.  

In the previous chapter we used rule-based reasoning in Prolog language to address the 

physical composition  of PnP manipulator, which included: selection of appropriate IMCs for 

the PnP manipulator, based on all the given WP positions; defining quantities of cylinders, 

and addressing additional design constraints, such as minimizing total cylinder costs and 

selecting their actuation types (pneumatic or electric). Thus, in this chapter it is assumed that 

the number of cylinders, their orientation and their position in each line, is predefined from 

the previous planning stage; now they merely have to fulfil the given tasks.  

The configuration of software components for the machine is conducted by placing the 

cylinder’s software components (Function Blocks) in order, following the physical layout, 

and connecting them to their neighbours and to the client FB (explained later in the chapter). 

Each cylinder software component is made by an instance of the same cylinder IMC, and can 

represent both single-acting (extends the piston with air pressure and retracts it with spring 

force) and double-acting (air pressure extends and retract the piston) cylinders of different 

physical dimensions arranged in horizontal and vertical rows. The controller of each cylinder 

IMC communicates with its neighbours without having to know about their exact properties 

and capabilities (local view). Consequently, the cylinder IMC can be conveniently adopted 

into various machine configurations or future expansions/modifications without further 

programming. For instance, as shown in Figure 22, the first configuration, consisting of two 

cylinders (one horizontal, one vertical), is able to pick up work pieces from a single input 

tray. The second configuration consists of three cylinders (two horizontal, one vertical) with 

the ability to pick work pieces from three different input trays. Finally, the third configuration 
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shows a system with six cylinders (three horizontal, three vertical) with the ability to pick 

work pieces from 12 different input trays, spread over three levels.  

 

Figure 22 Various Configurations of the PnP Manipulator Composed of Identical 

Mechatronic Components. 

This case study reflects real situations where the intricacy of control logic design in a 

machine could gradually grow and be influenced by more sophisticated task specifications 

and requirements. In such cases, decentralized modular control provides promising 

advantages when compared with the traditional centralized control design. There will be no 

need for control logic to be designed from scratch for every new operation condition or task, 

but rather individual controllers will be composed in an appropriate way, to satisfy the new 

requirements. 

4.2 Intelligent Mechatronic Component 

4.2.1 IMC Architecture 

 

IMC is considered in [90] as a design abstraction of a physical functional mechatronic 

device which includes its sensors, electrical circuits, pneumatic or hydraulic lines, motors, 

solenoids or other actuators [7]. It stems from the “Automation Object” concept [119, 145, 

146]. IMC can be implemented by a composite FB of IEC 61499, which consists of several 

component (composite or basic) FBs covering several functional aspects, such as Model, 

View, HMI and Control (Figure 23). This repository of reusable FBs is intended to be 

developed by the IMC vendor and accompany the physical mechatronic component as an off-

the-shelf product [147]. 
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The Control of the IMC has some similarities with the concept of software agent, in that 

a machine’s control logic is distributed among IMCs. These IMCs have limited views about 

the whole machine and make decisions autonomously. However, this method is not 

necessarily based on the agent’s implementation frameworks such as JADE [13] and FIPA 

[148]. 

Numerous studies such as [63, 64, 78, 91, 113, 149-151] have either suggested or 

implemented applications where conventional agent platforms were used for high-level 

control and the automation architectures at the execution (low) level. In this research, a 

heterogeneous solution is presented, in which both layers are used at the automation level 

compliant with the IEC 61499 standard. This solution is achieved by embedding the entire 

decision making and execution of IMCs into a composite FB that is deployable into FB-

compliant microcontrollers or PLCs.  

The functionalities of an IMC control module (CM) are split into two distinct layers (Figure 

23): High-level (HLC) and Low-level control (LLC). To achieve intelligent adaptive 

behaviour of the machine, the HLC collaborates with other IMCs and determines whether it 

must participate in an operation or not. The LLC is responsible for the continuous flow of 

interaction with the physical object via sensors/actuators (or with a simulation model thereof) 

[139]. LLC duties may be summarized as: real-time executions of control algorithms; 

hardware failure diagnosis; inter-controller communication, and input/output reading and 

writing [152]. In addition an internal communication exists between the two control levels, 

through which the decisions made at higher level are passed to the device control level. 

Operation reports are sent to the high level, after operation has been accomplished.  

 

Figure 23 IMC’s constituent software components along with its interaction with another 

IMC. 
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4.2.2 IMC Knowledge Representation  

 

Before an IMC is ready to act as an autonomous entity in a machine, it requires different 

aspects of knowledge, which are divided into three categories: Self, Task and Environment 

Perception, further abbreviated as STEP. This division of knowledge is essentially inspired 

by human perception in an analogous work environment when a person attempts to perform a 

task as a group. In fact, it is considered to be the first “step” toward IMC control design. 

STEP describes how knowledge must be captured, as it distinguishes between the sources of 

knowledge and how they must be provided to the IMC. However, the “perception” term used 

in this context does not convey cognition in the human sense, and simply refers to the 

knowledge representation of an IMC with which it can achieve the desired goals.  

1) Self-Perception (SP): According to [153], “Self-Perception” of humans is defined as 

“Awareness of the characteristics that constitute one’s self”. Likewise through SP, an 

IMC should be aware of the characteristics, technical particularities and functionalities of 

the mechatronic components it represents. From the control perspective, the description 

of capabilities of an IMC is the enumeration of the operations it is capable of performing 

[69]. For instance, basic characteristics that could be specified for a pneumatic cylinder 

IMC (Figure 24) are whether it is single acting or double acting, and that it has a unit 

length and two-limit switch sensors. Furthermore, the only expected functionalities of the 

controller for a cylinder would be to perceive its initial/final positions through sensors 

and, at the appropriate conditions, attempt to either extend or retract the cylinder by 

setting one or two Boolean output values (depending on its single- or double-actuation 

type), associated with pneumatic valve switches to ON or OFF. According to the 

proposed design architecture, vendors are expected to provide this type of knowledge to 

an IMC, and SP needs only change when the mechatronic components or its 

functionalities are changed. Some typical types of SP for an IMC include: load capacity; 

permissible opening/closing times (for grippers); dimensions; size; actuations; sensors, 

and power type. 

2) Task-Perception (TP): This division of knowledge essentially contains the tasks that 

have to be performed by an IMC. Tasks are provided to the machine either from the 

enterprise level or directly by the client FB, and are then allocated to each individual 

IMC after reasoning is performed among IMCs. Client FBs have a thorough 

understanding of task/product recipes and interpret them into sequential requests to be 
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sent to IMCs, then receive reports from them accordingly. Tasks can be passed directly 

to an IMC from a client or through exchange of data with other IMCs. 

TP clarifies for an IMC when and how to perform the assigned tasks. For instance, in 

the PnP manipulator example (Figure 24), the general task is to transport work pieces from 

their initial location to the slider position, but for an individual IMC, the task will be to 

receive a distance as a destination and determine whether it can contribute in the PnP 

device operation and task fulfilment. 

3) Environment Perception (EP): This type of knowledge refers to all the ambient conditions 

within which an IMC should be operating, such as particular physical/electrical 

implementation constraints, type of movement (e.g. sequential or concurrent movement), 

safety-specific requirements, and particular limitations imposed by its neighbouring (e.g. 

predecessor, successor) IMCs with which it is communicating, and so on (Figure 24). EP 

is considered as an application/environment-dependent knowledge and therefore must be 

provided by control engineers to each IMC (directly or through a user interface). 

From the aforementioned explanations, it becomes evident that changes in any of the three 

perceptions will initially affect IMC’s thorough perception and consequently will influence 

the machine’s overall perception and operation. Therefore, an IMC controller must be able to 

adapt itself to these inevitable changes to maintain the machine’s appropriate performance. 

Figure 24 illustrates an example of a Pick and Place manipulator made of four IMCs, 

along with their knowledge representations, based on the STEP method. The manipulator is 

assigned a task to reach a position (3, 1), while the operation condition for the cylinders is 

determined by the control engineer to be sequential and safe (that is, no human is involved in 

the operation). Therefore, the S, T and E perception of each IMC can be summarized as 

follows:  

Horizontal cylinder 1 (HC1) is a double-acting cylinder with two position sensors and a 

unit length (SP1). It directly receives the task of reaching position 3 from the client (TP 1). 

Then, it can decide (through the scheduling process, which will be explained later) whether to 

extend one unit and give the rest of the task (2 units) to the successor cylinder or stay idle and 

pass the whole task (3) to its successor. It can also be specified by parameters that the 

cylinder is positioned horizontally, requires no safety command and has a successor, but no 

predecessor (EP1). 
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HC 2 is a double-acting cylinder with two position sensors and length of two units (SP2). 

As was explained above, HC 1 will provide the task to HC2 after scheduling, which can be to 

extend either two or three units (TP2). HC2 is positioned horizontally, requires no safety 

command, moves after receiving permission from its predecessor (because of sequential 

operation), and has a predecessor, but no successor (EP2). 

Vertical cylinder (VC3) is a single-acting cylinder with two position sensors and has a 

length of one unit (SP3). Similar to HC1, VC3 receives its task from the client, which is 

reaching the height of one unit (TP3). EP3 of the vertical cylinder is that it is positioned 

vertically, requires no safety command, and has neither predecessor, nor successor cylinders. 

Vacuum Unit (4) is a vacuum suction device with one sensor (SP4); it must pick up the WP 

on request (TP4) and requires no safety commands (EP4).  

 

Figure 24 Knowledge representation of IMCs employed in a pick and place manipulator.  

4.2.3 IMC’s standardized Control StructureAn IMC controller is implemented as a 

composite FB, which embodies two basic FBs for high- and low-level control. According to 

the IEC 61499 architecture, a basic FB (Figure 25), which is its most fundamental element 

and building block, has two main control sections: a control management part which is in 

charge of managing execution of algorithms using a finite state machine called the Execution 

Control Chart (ECC), and a control processing part which deals with how input data has to 

be processed to generate the output data and is implemented in algorithms [69]. The ECC 

consists of states and transitions with Boolean transition conditions. Each state may contain 
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one or more actions, defined by an algorithm and an output event. The algorithms can be 

specified using the IEC 61131-3 [97] languages. On an input event trigger, the associated 

input data values are refreshed and depending on the ECC design, one or more algorithm(s) 

may be executed. Finally, after the execution of algorithm(s) at each state, output data are 

generated and the designated event outputs will be issued [101].  

 

Figure 25 Cylinder operation controller (LLC) as an example of a basic Function Block. a) 

interface; b) Execution Control Chart (manual mode and safety conditions are emitted for 

more clarity); c) algorithms written in Structured Text. 

In order to expedite machine software configuration a standardized pattern must be 

defined for the interface of all IMC controller FBs (ContFBs) and to identify how the 

association of events and data with their corresponding data/event of other ContFBs should 

be performed. To that end, it is proposed to categorize the controller’s event types into five 

groups of inputs and outputs (Figure 26). In the ContFB, each input or output event can be 

connected to a number of data, and, based on the functionality of an IMC, multiple numbers 
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of an event type may be used in each of these categories. Inside the ContFB, each event type 

is linked to one or both of the HLC/LLC controllers, as numbered in Figure 26. 

 
Figure 26  Proposed internal/external structure of an IMC controller (Composite) FB. 

The event-based interface of ContFBs provides the operations that can be invoked by 

other components. These global event types, with their associated parameters, allow 

collaborative scheduling and operation of tasks, along with other IMCs.  ContFBs can be 

instantiated several times, while the only difference between the instances will be their 

assigned parameters. 

4.3 Operation of IMC Controller 

 

In this section it is intended to propose a design pattern in which controller of the machine is 

obtained as a composition of distributed control modules of IMCs.  The functioning of this 

constellation of collaborating distributed controllers is divided into two phases - scheduling 

and operation - and both are performed in a fully distributed manner.  

4.3.1 Distributed Scheduling 

 

The purpose of scheduling is to identify both the feasibility of the desired task and how 

to divide responsibilities between the IMCs to accomplish the task. Achieving scheduling in a 

distributed way requires a series of communications among IMCs. A variety of techniques 

could be used, such as a Bellman-Ford algorithm, depth-first or breadth-first search, and so 
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forth, which can also provide optimization of the operation based on the predefined 

constraints of and priorities to the machine operation.  

A weakness which can be considered, when comparing online scheduling with static 

[154] scheduling, is that scheduling requires some computation time, along with the 

operation execution time.  However, it may only affect machines with small and constrained 

computation resources, and  complex scheduling tasks [31]. Therefore, slightly longer 

computation time does not diminish the significant benefits that distributed scheduling brings 

to the machine control design, such as an agile response to changes and disturbances. 

For scheduling, the entire task is initially given to the first IMC, then is distributed 

among other IMCs. A pair of Sch_Req_I & O events is reserved to receive a scheduling 

request from the former ContFB (or from the client, in case the IMC serves as the first) and 

passes it on to the successor. This type of message exchange normally undergoes some 

iteration before the scheduling solution is found. The second type of event pair (Sch_Rep_I & 

O) acts in the opposite way to the previous event type. Once an IMC achieves success in the 

scheduling process, it reports its success to its predecessor IMC, while the predecessor IMC 

does the same; in this way, the success report will be sent to the client in a backward 

direction. Figure 27 shows a diagram of the interaction between IMCs in scheduling. 

Apart from the external communication of an IMC, once the scheduling attempt is 

successful, the results are transmitted as a Boolean flag (e.g. Operation =0 or 1) to the LLC, 

indicating whether a particular IMC will act or not. However, in more intricate cases, the flag 

could also carry more information about the operation using different data types (e.g. time, 

force, speed and acceleration).  

 

Figure 27 Communication among IMCs for Distributed Scheduling. 
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4.3.2 Distributed Operation 

 

After scheduling is completed by the HLC controllers, the LLC controllers will start to 

coordinate the operation among the IMCs. There are two types of events used to interface 

with the LLC. Similar to scheduling events, the Op_Req_I (Operation Request Input) 

receives an operation request from the previous module (IMCs or the client) and the 

Op_Req_O (Operation Request Output) events, and passes the request instantly (before the 

IMC operation) on to the successor peers. On the other hand, the Op_Rep_I receives a 

completion report from the successor IMC while the Op_Rep_O event is emitted after the 

IMC has finished its operation. In this way, two different combinations of these events can 

cause IMCs to accomplish their tasks in a sequential or concurrent manner (Figure 28).  

Similar to the scheduling process, all these request/report events can simply be associated 

with one or more data types to clarify some particular attributes of the operation/feedback 

(such as running a motor at different speed).  On the other hand, one can notice a chain of 

master-slave relationship between the IMC comprising a machine in a way that every IMC 

acts as a master with respect to its successor and at the same time behaves as a slave to its 

predecessor [155]. 

 
Figure 28 Two Different Message Exchange Methods among IMCs Causing Sequential (a) 

and Concurrent (b) Operations. 
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4.3.3 Other Functional Aspects of IMC 

 

4.3.3.1 Physical/Simulated Object Control 

The Sens_UPD (sensor update) and Act_UPD (actuator update) events in this category are 

associated with sensor and actuator data of the IMC and are triggered whenever their values 

are updated. Apart from the real physical object, these events can also be connected to the 

Model FB and exchange data with the simulated object. 

4.3.3.2 HMI 

The HMI events are used to update the data that are exchanged with humans (both as a client 

or control engineer) and can be associated to both HLC and LLC FBs. 

4.3.3.3 Safety 

In the past, industrial machines were kept separate (e.g. in fenced-off areas) for human safety 

in the work place. However, this paradigm has changed advances in the automation and 

robotics field [156]. Aiming at machines’ realization of working environments where they 

work next to humans, are capable of sensing their environment [157] and not violating safety 

rules requires the construction of machines with not only physically safe mechatronic 

components, but also with safety rules and behaviours  integrated into their control logic. 

In a machine, depending on whether humans are involved in the operation, the constituent 

IMCs may need to respond to safety signals and commands. Therefore, if safety has to be 

maintained during operation, a Safety FB which represents safety sensors has to be connected 

to all IMCs through a Saf_CMD_I event, with its associated Boolean data (e.g. SAFE= 0 or 

1) informing them whether it is safe to operate or not. Once Safe becomes 0, the operation in 

an LLC FB moves to “Unsafe_Condition” state and its (predefined) “Unsafe” algorithm 

(Unsafe_Alg) will be executed (Figure 29). After the unsafe condition is resolved, operation 

will move to the state whose operation was previously interrupted. Figure 29 shows an 

example of Safe/Unsafe transition conditions in an LLC FB.  
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Figure 29 Example of safety transition conditions in an LLC FB. 

 

4.4 Case Study 

4.4.1    Interactive Simulation Environment  

 

The proposed method was applied for the control generation and operation of a simulated 

PnP manipulator. For a single experiment, it is assumed that the mechanical structure of the 

manipulator is fixed, but the operation can be interactively tested on any possible 

configuration of input trays. The simulation setup is shown in Figure 30, the left hand side 

part of which contains an animated model of the PnP and a mesh of input trays in the lower 

right. It is assumed that a work piece can appear in any of those positions, and it needs to be 

picked up by PnP and dropped into the output tray. However, not all positions of input trays 

may be accessible by the manipulator in its particular mechanical structure. This point will be 

established during the scheduling phase. This panel allows interactive selection of the desired 

input WP position. It also displays the manipulator operation, fault/unavailability of cylinders 

(crosses on cylinders in the HMI), along with a hand symbol (representing a light curtain 

sensor) and an emergency stop button that can be pressed to simulate the real manipulator 

operation condition (Providing EP).  
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Figure 30 Visualisation of the simulated PnP operation with interactive input generator (left 

hand side), and scheduling results display with interactive fault generator (right side). 

The last row and column of this tray matrix are deliberately made inaccessible by the 

current length and number of cylinders; however, adding more cylinders can make them 

accessible. The remaining trays’ ease of access will depend on the instant availability of 

appropriate cylinders in each horizontal and vertical line (if they are not faulty). Once an 

input tray is selected, if it is accessible by the available horizontal and vertical cylinders 

(which is established collaboratively by the cylinders’ IMCs during the scheduling phase), 

the manipulator starts operating immediately. Otherwise, the manipulator will stand still until 

the next reachable WP tray is selected. If a physical intervention occurs (such as the 

operator’s hand is detected by the light curtain sensor) or the emergency stop button is 

pressed, the operation will be suspended until the WP tray is again selected (indicating the 

situation is safe) to resume operation. 

The right-hand panel is used to select the operation mode (automatic or manual), test the 

cylinders manually and monitor the scheduling status of the manipulator operation under 

faulty and unsafe conditions. A fault in the cylinder operation is simulated by a number of 

push buttons that are capable of disabling or enabling each cylinder. Also the emergency stop 

situation can be simulated through two push buttons.  
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4.4.2   Distributed Scheduling  

 

Figure 31 presents the scheduling algorithm of an individual cylinder implemented as 

ECC of the basic FB. It is annotated with comments to improve legibility.  

 

Figure 31 Scheduling algorithm of a single cylinder IMC. 

The state machine transitions in Figure 31 are explained in Table 2. Horizontal and vertical 

cylinders are scheduled separately.  
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Table 2 List of the state chart transitions. 

 

To illustrate the scheduling process, an example is provided, with the following 

assumptions: 

- the manipulator is a 6-cylinder manipulator with a matrix of 20 work piece trays (as 

illustrated in Figure 30, but without any cylinder faults). 

- the initial position of the manipulator is at (0, 0). 

- horizontal and vertical cylinders have the following lengths (of a similar unit): HC1=1, 

HC2= 1, HC3=2, VC1=2, VC2=3 and VC3=1. 

-  the upper left work piece tray is located at position (1,1) and the subsequent trays are 

placed one unit away (in both X and Y directions) from the previous tray down to the 

lower right tray at (5,4). 
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Based on the following assumptions, if for instance, there is a work piece at row 1 and 

column 3 (3, 1) to be picked up, the scheduler ECCs of the cylinders will perform the 

following actions to reach that location: 

- state SCHEDULE: check if the cylinder can participate in the task. In the example, HC1 

can be scheduled and passes 2 (desired X-HC1) to HC2, but VC1 cannot be scheduled, as 

its length is greater that the desired Y; 

- state SCHEDULED: The cylinder can participate and informs (SET) the low-level control 

that it needs to act, if asked to, such as HC1 and HC2 in the example;  

- state ASK_NEXT: If the final task is not yet achieved, the cylinder sends a request to the 

next cylinder to do the rest of the task;  

- state RESET_ASK_NEXT: this state is reached if the scheduler receives a negative 

response from the next cylinder. The current cylinder then resets its schedule and asks the 

next cylinder if it can do the revised task, which is the original task it received. In the 

example, when HC3 reports to HC2 that it could not reach the goal, HC2 considers not 

taking part in the scheduling and passes the remaining task (REM=2) to the HC3; 

- state SUCCESS: scheduling was successful;  

- state FAIL: scheduling was not possible, and 

- state RESET: reset all the variables and wait for the next schedule request.  

Collaborative scheduling activity of cylinders in each axis results in binary tree traversal with 

backtracking, as shown in Figure 32. 

 

Figure 32 Example of a binary tree traversal for scheduling of a 6 cylinder PnP manipulator. 
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4.4.3 Operation 

 

When the Client FB receives a positive scheduling report, it sends the request message 

Op_Rep_O (Operation Report Output) to the first cylinder FB of each line to be transferred to 

all other consecutive ContFBs. During the operation, the Boolean flag “Operation” set in the 

scheduling phase informs the Operator FB whether or not to act. The “True” Boolean value 

will be used for involving the cylinder in both Extend (EXT) and Retract (RET) actions for 

picking or dropping a work piece (Figure 33). It also passes the request to the downstream FB 

by emitting Op_Req_O (EXT and RET). After the actuation is completed, or in the case 

where the operation is not needed, a completion report can be sent out by the Op_Rep_O 

event (EXT and RET) to the scheduler FB and the upstream cylinder, as long as it has already 

received such a report from its successor. Having accomplished the operation, the ECC 

execution in the LLC will move to the Wait state to be ready for the next operation task.   

 

Figure 33 Cylinder ContFB. 

 

4.4.4 Single or Double-Acting Cylinder  

The designated cylinder IMC is capable of representing both single- and double-acting 

cylinders, as they exhibit identical mechanical functionalities (SP). Therefore, the two types 

of cylinders could easily substitute for one another in a PnP manipulator merely by 

modifying their ContFB connections with the plant, as their outputs are different. As is 

shown in Figure 34, for a single-acting cylinder, one of the FB outputs will be unused, and it 

operates by setting one output signal to on or off.  
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Figure 34 Output connections and actuation algorithms of single- and double-acting 

cylinders. 

4.4.5 Concurrent or Sequential Actuation  

As discussed earlier, cylinders depending on their EP in the PnP manipulator can operate 

in either a sequential or concurrent manner. Therefore, depending on the selected method, a 

different connection between each ContFB has to be established. For concurrent operations, a 

series of Op_Req_I and Op_Req_O is used to pass operation requests from one cylinder to 

another and each one will start operating immediately after receiving the request. Following 

this, the operation report is sent back from one cylinder to its predecessor until it is conveyed 

to the client. Unlike the concurrent method, in a sequential operation, the request is only 

passed when the current cylinder has finished with its operation. Also, each operation report 

event (Op_Rep_O) triggers the request input event (Op_Req_I) of the next cylinder, and 

ultimately the last cylinder will report the operation completion to the client FB (Figure 36). 

Therefore, toggling between these two operation modes (EPs) will only be a matter of 

rewiring the interconnected software blocks. 

4.4.6 Safety 

Safety requirements are the other type of environment perception that IMCs have to 

consider before and during operation. For cases where safety requirements have to be met 

during the manipulator’s operation, a safety FB, which represents the light curtain sensor, and 

an emergency push button are considered to be connected to all cylinder FBs (Figure 33). By 

default, every IMC has been provided with the algorithms on how to react on safety 

conditions, and Safety FB is only necessary to inform them about the un/safe conditions. 
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The proper reaction to safety conditions has been initially defined for each IMC. For 

instance, it is defined for cylinders to stop moving when it is unsafe, and resume their 

operation when it becomes safe. However, for the vacuum unit the safe mode is to maintain 

its current condition; therefore its operation will not be affected by Safety FB commands. 

 

Figure 35  a) Safety FB and b) Safety FB ECC of the manipulator. 

4.4.7 Client FB 

Client FB acts similarly to Product Holon [71] and orchestrates the production operations 

provided by resources. This is also comparable with the master recipe defined in ISA 88 

[158]. In this study, Client FB (Figure 36) is in charge of managing WP orders. It receives the 

desired WP coordinates from the client HMI, and interacts with IMCs in a Master-Slave 

manner (providing TP to them) to fulfil the WP pick up/drop tasks. For that purpose, Client 

FB sequentially sends scheduling commands to the cylinders, followed by operation 

commands. 

 

Figure 36  Client FB interface. 
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4.4.8 Implementation and Testing 

The manipulator software has been developed in the nxtOne 2.0 [107] environment, a 

commercial tool compliant with the IEC 61499 standard, then each IMC was mapped to a 

virtual PLC (Figure 37). 

 

Figure 37 a) Distributed control of the PnP manipulator with sequential and safety operation 

conditions (some trivial connections are omitted for clarity); b) Each IMC is mapped to its 

own virtual controller and communicates with others controllers through Ethernet. 
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Testing of the proposed control design method was also implemented in the nxtOne simulation 

environment on two PnP configurations. The first was a four cylinder (two horizontal and two 

vertical cylinders), with the ability to pick work pieces from six possible input trays over two 

levels. The second was a six cylinder (three horizontal and three vertical cylinders), with the 

ability to pick work pieces from 12 possible input trays over three levels (Figure 30); note that 

last column and last row of work pieces are unreachable). Both applications used identical 

cylinder IMCs and were tested with both single and double acting cylinders under un/safe, 

sequential and concurrent operation conditions. They successfully fulfilled all the desired pick-

and-place tasks from the given coordinates without any further need to alter the control code in 

any of their constituent IMCs.  

4.5 Other Control Scenarios 

In this section, in order to compare the results achieved in the previous section using IMCs 

with other IEC 61499 FB design approaches, a centralized control, along with three distributed 

control scenarios (Figure 45), is applied for control of a pick-and-place robot as a simple 

machine control example. Next, each case study scenario will be evaluated in terms of design 

effort, complexity, modularity and reusability. In spite of the IMC controller, in these approaches 

only FBs that do not have scheduling capabilities are used, meaning that they have to be 

scheduled manually for each manipulator configuration. 

As shown in Figure 38 a, the PnP robot selected as a case study consists of four actuators, two 

double-acting pneumatic cylinders (horizontal), one single-acting pneumatic cylinder (vertical) 

and one vacuum unit. Each actuator, along with its associated sensor/s, is considered as one 

mechatronic object. Hence, the robot is basically composed of four mechatronic components, 

three cylinder units and one vacuum unit. Figure 38 b illustrates the activity diagram of the pick-

and-place robot for picking the three work pieces (pp1-pp3). 
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Figure 38 : a) Reference object: Pick and Place robot b) activity diagram of the Pick-And-Place 

robot. 

4.5.1 Conventional Centralized Controller 

In this type of control design, a single block controls the entire machine, and the control logic 

is encapsulated in one Control FB (Figure 39). Two sets of input-output events are required for 

this method. The ‘INIT-INITO’ events initialize the output data, while ‘REQ-CNF’ events 

refresh the sensor-actuator data values being exchanged with the machine.   

In spite of the outstanding benefits of applying the IEC 61499 FB, such as time saving and 

reduction in design efforts, using it in a centralized approach appears to have no particular 

advantage over conventional industrial programming languages, because for any new 

configuration, or when task descriptions alter, the whole design process must be repeated. In 

general, centralized controllers may be suitable for some applications, in the sense that they 

acquire a single point of control as well as easy integration and optimisation, but have 

considerable  drawbacks, such as having poor scalability, high communication overhead and low 

resilience to failure [20]. 

 

a) 

b) 
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Figure 39 : State diagram of a centralized controller. 

 

4.5.2 Distributed Control Scenarios 

 

One of the crucial factors in the design of a controller function block taking part in a 

distributed system is the way it interacts with the other existing controllers of the system. 

ContFBs constantly exchange some events and data between one another to be able to coordinate 

their behaviours and collaborate to achieve their common goal.  In general, there are two types of 

exchanges: information or command. Information consists of all the data that need to be 

processed prior to any decision making. In contrast, Command is obviously that which can be 

immediately followed, and no further processing inside the ContFB is required.  

 

4.5.2.1 Master-Slave Controllers  

In this method of distributed controller design, one controller (master) will take control of 

one or more controllers and guide them through their operations via sent commands (e.g. work 

piece manager depicted in Figure 40). In this case, the slave ContFB does not need to make any 

decisions regarding such operations, and acts solely on the commands sent to it. Moreover, it is 
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possible that a controller may act as a master with respect to some controllers, and at the same 

time, be a slave to others [14]. This is the case for the vertical cylinder, as it acts as a slave to 

the work piece manager and a master to the vacuum unit (Figure 40 and Figure 41). The event 

and data exchange among ContFBs is shown in Figure 41. 

 

Figure 40  Distributed control of the robot with Master –Slave relation (connections with the 

plant are deleted for simplicity). 

Master(wp Manager)

Slave(Cyl1) Slave/Master(vc)

CMD(Extend)

Slave(Cyl2)
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CMD-Vacuum-On

CMD(vc Extend)

FDB(vc Ready)

FDB(Ready)

CMD(Retract)
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CMD(Retract)

FDB(VacuumReady)

CMD(Extend)

FDB(Cyl1Ready)

CMD-Vacuum-Off

FDB(VacuumReady)

CMD(Retract)

FDB(Ready)

FDB(Ready)Time

Command                          Feedback

 

Figure 41  An example of event exchange among master-slave controllers to pick up a work 

piece from tray one. 
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Appendix B 1 shows the state diagram for C1 and C2 modelled the same way. Due to their 

slavery nature, they merely follow their master’s commands, (‘IN_CMD1’ to extend, 

‘IN_CMD2’ to retract and ‘OUT_FDB’ to announce their readiness to the master).  

Appendix B 1 and B 2 clearly depict the differences between these two cylinder ContFBs, 

which is derived from their various roles in the machine control. 

The slave ContFBs in this case study can be fully re-used in a new robot configuration. 

However, the master controller (work piece manager) must be completely redesigned, which is 

almost as complex as developing the centralized ContFB.  

4.5.2.2  Peer-to-Peer Controllers: 

This approach can be considered as bilaterally applying a Master-Slave relationship for two 

ContFBs in a way that ContFBs only send commands to each other, while each command acts 

simultaneously as a feedback to the other block’s command, and vice versa, as illustrated in 

Figure 42 and Figure 43. This method is particularly useful for objects that are subject to 

restrictions by their adjacent function blocks, in that one action is permitted or blocked by other 

action(s) of an adjacent block and inversely [14]. 

In the case study, the two horizontal cylinders, ‘C1’ and ‘C2’ permit the vertical cylinder VC 

to extend; alternatively the VC allows C1 and C2 to retract. Also, as the VC arrives at its end 

position, it orders the vacuum unit to either turn ON (pick up) or OFF (drop); once its condition 

is changed, it sends a command to VC to retract.  

The controllers for C1 and C2 are slightly different, in the sense that each responds to the 

presence of different work pieces at the trays. For instance, to pick up a work piece from pp2, C1 

bypasses the GoForward state (does not extend) and only allows the vertical cylinder to extend., 

However cylinder two has to extend before permitting the VC to extend. Therefore, to maintain 

simplicity and uniformity of controller function blocks, both control logics of C1 and C2 are 

provided in one function block. Next, C1 and C2 will be instantiated from the same ContFB, 

then distinguished by passing different ID numbers to them as an input (Appendix B 3). While 

this method can be applied to other applications in which one universal block is designed to be 

instantiated in various environment conditions, it still lacks scalability, and will be useful solely 

for a limited number of configurations. 
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Figure 42  Example of event exchange among Peer to Peer controllers when they aim at picking 

up a work piece from tray one. 

 

Figure 43  Distributed control of the robot in Peer-to-Peer relation. 

Order events (O) can be associated with a Boolean data variable. In c1 and c2 (Figure 43), 

‘AllowVcDown’ is the variable associated with ‘OUT_CMD’. In the vertical cylinder, 

“PermitVac” and “PermitCyl” are the Boolean data associated with the (O) events 

‘OUT_CMD1’ and ‘OUT_CMD2’ respectively (Figure 43). 
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4.5.2.2   Independent and distributed controllers:  

In this method, ContFBs are provided with as many sensor data as they require, being able to 

thoroughly perceive their task and working environment. In this method, although the control 

logic is distributed among several ContFBs, they perform independently and do not 

communicate with each other (Figure 44). Hence, as depicted in Appendix B 5 and B 6, each 

ContFB has a different structure, and as a result will not be reusable. Implementation of such a 

design method in small applications is easier when compared with centralized approach; 

however, it would become complex for large systems, as the designer should consider all 

operation states for designing each controller.  

 

Figure 44  Independent and distributed controllers of the PnP manipulator. 

4.5.3 Discussions 

 In this section different control logic approaches have been proposed and challenges to 

implementing them in various machine configurations have been described. These methods were 

successfully implemented in NxtSTUDIO1.5 [107] environment for the PnP robot; in all selected 

methods, the robot performed identically. In the proposed distributed approaches, although the 

complexities of control design for the manipulator were fewer than in the centralized method, 

none of them was a complete solution without the distributed scheduling capability described in 

section  4.3.1, as they all lacked scalability and required significant time and effort for 

modification.  
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Figure 45  Various control logic scenarios implemented for the PnP robot. 

4.6 Formal Verification 

 

The idea of using one model for each of the mechatronic components of an automation system 

has been explored in detail recently [18, 20]. This results in these models being re-used in another 

automation system, in which the same or similar mechatronic components were used. With an 

increase in agility requirements there is a need for better testing and verification frameworks of 

these distributed systems. Simulation of these systems is a widely used approach for testing. In 

fact the IEC 61499 compliant tools such as NxtSTUDIO1.5 [159], ISaGRAF [160] and Function 

Block Development Kit (FBDK) [64] support visual simulation for testing. However, simulation 

alone does not guarantee complete validation of the automation systems. To address this problem, 

formal verification [161] has been adopted to formally model and verify the target systems. 

Discrete state model checking [162] is one such formal verification approach.  
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Model checking provides an unsupervised automatic verification process which identifies the 

model’s design pitfalls via counterexamples. The first step of model checking is the formal 

modelling of the target system. Net Condition/Event Systems (NCES) [163-165], a modular 

extension to Petri Nets [166], is one such formalism designed for modelling distributed control 

systems. After modelling, the NCES models can be formally verified against the system 

properties specified in computational tree logic (CTL) by such model-checking tools as Vive and 

SESA [167].  Modelling and verification using NCES modules has been studied previously and 

applied in the modelling of IEC 61499 function blocks [168-172]. NCES modules are 

interconnected by event and condition arcs (Figure 46 a) to form bigger modules from smaller 

components, similar to the event and data connections in IEC 61499 function blocks. The 

"composition" is performed by "gluing" inputs of one module with outputs of another module, as 

shown in Figure 46 b.  Once designed, the modules can be reused repeatedly. Event propagation 

is modelled directly by event arcs, and the runtime scheduling is assumed to be concurrent and 

instantaneous.  

 

 

Figure 46 a) Graphical notation of an NCES module; b) modular composition of NCES modules 

results in a “flat” NCES [173]. 

The other benefit of NCES is the intuitive modelling approach. The NCES model of a moving 

object, such as a cylinder, is composed in a modular way, following the pattern proposed in 

[164]. The NCES modules are connected with explicit event and data flow, as compared to 
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sharing variables in state machines. Figure 47 illustrates the NCES model of the entire controller 

of the PnP robot, composed in a modular way similar to the FBDK model.  

 

Figure 47  NCES model of distributed controller of the robot implemented with Master –Slave 

architecture [173]. 

The scalability and reusability of the NCES models in formal verification of mechatronic 

systems have been elaborated in [173], in which correctness of several configurations of the PnP 

robot is formally verified. 

4.7 Chapter Summary  

This chapter has attempted to propose a uniform software structure for mechatronic objects, 

to enhance the flexibility of machine control logic design. The demonstrated autonomy and 

reusability of mechatronic objects in this research alleviates the complexity of control design and 

can lead to lower production costs and shorter product time-to-market promises. These two 

features were observed to be the key metrics to the success of the proposed method and various 

implementations of the chosen case study with identical cylinder IMCs. 

The distributed and collaborative decision-making capability which was embedded into each 

individual ContFB provides significant benefits, such as ease of machine composition and 

configuration with minimum human intervention, and facilitated shifting from centralized to 
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distributed control logic design, using the IEC 61499 standard. Safety was also considered as 

part of the design approach, enabling responsiveness of the machine during operation and in 

various safety-critical scenarios. 

However, this solution is mainly suitable for those machines that are prone to constant 

changes (SP, TP, EP or any combination thereof), and their behaviour correlates to their physical 

layout. For example, in this case, adding a cylinder to the manipulator merely required adding an 

instance of a cylinder IMC to the system. Therefore, this solution may not be applicable to all 

machine synthesis cases. 

One objective that could be the next landmark in current research is the enrichment of IMCs 

with more knowledge about themselves, so that they can optimise operation, based on additional 

constraints, while performing scheduling. Concrete optimisation criteria will be considered (e.g. 

costs, time of operation, energy, etc.).  Further research includes applying more distributed 

control patterns on a variety of complex case studies, and studying how fault tolerance should be 

dealt with, in distributed control logic generation.  
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5  

Chapter 5: Mass Customization through Agent-Based Development 

of Intelligent Manufacturing Systems 
 

This chapter proposes the integration of agents to the IMC concept by introducing an agent-

based design method known as MIRA (Modular, Intelligent and Real-time Agent) to represent 

products as well as machines in manufacturing systems. This approach, which facilitates the 

product’s mass customization through the development of intelligent mechatronic systems, is 

exemplified in a food production case study. 

5.1 Challenges ahead of Product Customization 

 

Mass customization is extremely beneficial for both customers and manufacturers, as on the 

one hand, customers can personalize products according to their preferences, and make them 

more suitable for themselves. On the other hand, manufacturers can enhance their customer 

satisfaction, and worry less about relying on marketing and sales prediction, as well as on 

dealing with a large amount of stock. Up to the present day, manufacturing factories have been 

using fixed production lines for their production; as a result, any change in the plant layout poses 

significant costs and efforts for adoption of the existing production system into the desired 

condition. Therefore, with the current need for individual product customization, the 

achievement of the ability to rapidly design, control and reconfigure manufacturing systems is 

inevitable, and manufacturing enterprises are continuously striving to address this need.  
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As a prerequisite to achieving this goal, industrial software engineers must shift their focus 

from the case-by-case design of control software for specific applications, to applying 

appropriate design patterns, in order to facilitate abstraction, modularizing and reuse of control 

logic functionalities in various production systems. Moreover, they must be able to distribute the 

control software across various hardware platforms. This shift will pave the way for fast and easy 

mass customization.  

5.2 MIRA Design Approach 

MIRA simply follows the IMC concept and describes an agent-based design method which 

brings together the three aforementioned (Section 2.5) expectations from MAS (and other 

technologies); namely Modularity, Intelligence and Real-Time behaviour in a single entity. It 

undoubtedly inherits some of its features from current approaches. However, the aims of MIRA 

are to enhance the simplicity of the control system design, and be more engineer/operator 

friendly. This design approach is applicable to a wide range of manufacturing systems, 

regardless of their size: from a single automated shop which directly receives its orders from 

customers, to large manufacturing systems, where all the information, regarding production rules 

and manufacturing equipment, is provided from the enterprise level. Similar to IMCs, MIRAs 

follow the STEP method (Section 4.2.2) to gather the three sources of knowledge that are 

required for decision making. Finally, MIRA encapsulates all the agent’s expected functionalities 

in the IEC 61499 Function Blocks. No other software development technology is required for 

control software design and implementation.  

MIRA considers a trio of main role players (Figure 48) in an intelligent manufacturing 

system: Human, Operator (O) and Client (C) MIRA, and particular tasks are dedicated to each of 

them. MIRAs can either take part individually or as a group in a manufacturing plant. Figure 48 

shows a bottom-up approach, based on the MIRA concept which is applied in this research for 

design and implementation of manufacturing systems. 
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Figure 48 A bottom-up approach for the design and implementation of reconfigurable 

manufacturing systems.  

5.1.1 Human 

Although the purpose of using agents in manufacturing systems is to minimize the time and 

effort spent by humans on such systems, in the immediate future the significance of their role 

cannot be neglected nor underestimated. Humans can provide a deeper knowledge of the 

problem domain that is not already captured by the agents. They adapt the system if problem 

specifications  alter over time [174]. Humans can also play a supervisory role, and, whenever 

needed, overrule MIRAs’ decisions, as they are given a higher priority. In addition to the above 

roles, a human can act as an operator/technician supporting the system with different activities 

(i.e. collaboration, maintenance, supplying raw material, and so on).  
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5.1.2 O-MIRA  

O-MIRA represents a machine/robot in a manufacturing system and is constructed from one 

or a group of IMCs in a bottom-up approach. An O-MIRA includes sensors, actuators, software 

components, controllers and power sources (Figure 49). The layout of a manufacturing plant 

follows the physical structure of its constituent O-MIRAs. Each O-MIRA has two plug types 

(software and power) that enable it to be rapidly plugged into an existing manufacturing system. 

However, it is essential for every two or more collaborating O-MIRAs to ensure that both their 

physical and software components match with each other. The matching between two O-MIRAs 

can be either done manually or determined through their communication and decision-making. 

O-MIRAs receive tasks from Client MIRAs (described below) and in return, inform them about 

their availability and task fulfillment. An O-MIRA may be capable of serving several C-MIRAs 

simultaneously and also can respond to their requests differently based on its operation capacity. 

For instance, a machine may be available to handle a few C-MIRA requests and send a “Ready” 

message to them, but as it reaches its operation capacity it may temporarily reject other requests. 

A task that is received by an O-MIRA is normally deconstructed into numerous subtasks and 

is performed through collaboration with the constituent IMCs, as was described in chapter 4. An 

O-MIRA is also responsible for maintaining human safety according to its predefined vendor 

specifications. If an O-MIA is considered hazardous, then sensors to detect human presence, and 

procedures on safety maintenance, must be provided. 

 

Figure 49 A modular storing station (from FESTO Company) as an example of an O-MIRA. 
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5.1.3 C-MIRA 

C-MIRA is an intelligent product that has a thorough knowledge of a product including: 

raw materials; cost; due date; order quantity; recipe (manufacturing process); machinery that is 

capable of producing its components, and so forth. C-MIRA receives an order from a customer 

interface and breaks it down into into a sequence of operations. Then it requests those operations 

from O-MIRAs.  When a C-MIRA receives information about the available O-MIRAs, if there is 

more than one O-MIRA capable of performing a task, then the C-MIRA selects one among 

others, based on different criteria which are either directly identified by customers or have been 

received from the enterprise level. Some of the criteria by which O-MIRAs can be distinguished 

and the manufacturing process can be optimised include: operation cost; transportation distance; 

operation performance, and bottleneck avoidance.  In cases where there are multiple criteria that 

must be considered for determining the optimum O-MIRAs, then multi-variable optimization 

techniques as described in [74] can be applied by a C-MIRA to precisely determine the best 

solution. After the production is completed, C-MIRA sends a completion report to the customer 

interface.  

Direct communication between C and O-MIRAs is a convenient solution for relatively 

small manufacturing systems. However, in larger applications, O-MIRAs with similar 

functionalities can be grouped together and managed by a Coordinator O-MIRAs to minimize 

the number of interactions among MIRAs. Coordinators can receive requests from C-MIRAs 

instead of individual O-MIRAs, and manage operations among them. 

5.1.4 Knowledge Representation of MIRAs 

 

The way MIRAs’ knowledge is shaped for manufacturing is similar to IMCs and is based on the 

STEP method (section 4.2.2), as illustrated in Figure 50.  
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Figure 50 : Knowledge representation of C-MIRA and O-MIRA based on STEP approach in 

manufacturing systems. 

The Knowledge of C-MIRAs and O-MIRAs can be defined as: 

Pc: {Sc, Tc, Ec}hane and Po:{So, To, Eo}, where 

Pc: C-MIRA’s knowledge perception; 

Sc: C-MIRA’s self-perception; 

Tc: C-MIRA’s task-perception; 

Ec: C-MIRA’s environment- perception; 

Po: O-MIRA’s knowledge perception; 

So: O-MIRA’s self-perception; 

To: O-MIRA’s task-perception, and 

Eo: O-MIRA’s environment- perception. 

Sc  is provided to a C-MIRA by product designers who define a detailed specification of 

the production by an orderly set of operations (or recipe) that a product has to undergo to be 

produced [69]. Tc consists of the knowledge that specifies which task (order) is to be managed 

by an O-MIRA. Tc is provided to C-MIRA by the enterprise level or through a customer 

interface. Ec includes the information that C-MIRAs receive from O-MIRAs regarding their 
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capabilities, availabilities and locations to be able to navigate the physical product through 

several production stations. Furthermore, a C-MIRA has to negotiate with other C-MIRAs to 

sort out order priorities. For instance, if a production strategy is on a first-come, first-served 

basis, the second C-MIRA has to communicate (i.e. through a Block-Permit approach) with 

the first O-MIRA to be able to access resources for production. 

So is an integration of the characteristics and functionalities of the IMCs that construct an 

O-MIRA. To is provided by a C-MIRA and identifies which task an O-MIRA has to perform 

for an order. Next, the O-MIRAs’ constituent IMCs will break it down into detailed tasks to 

be accomplished in a distributed way. For example, as shown in Figure 51, if a “placing 

workpiece” task is assigned to a pick-and-place robot, it creates a set of detailed tasks (for 

example, extend/retract cylinder and turn vacuum on/off) to be performed by its horizontal 

and vertical cylinders and vacuum unit.  For a Transport O-MIRA, To will be the source and 

destination of the product at each stage, and the constituent conveyors will collaborate to 

transport the product. During the manufacturing process, if an interruption occurs because of 

machinery failure, a C-MIRA will allocate the task to the next available O-MIRA. If no 

alternative O-MIRA is available, the C-MIRA will halt the operation to avoid product waste. 

Eo includes: O-MIRAs’ location; raw materials status; safety (e.g. whether a human is 

present); the other MIRAs it is collaborating with, and so forth. Some of this information 

(such as positions) has to be provided manually by the process control engineer because they 

are specific to a manufacturing environment; others will be gathered through negotiation with 

other O-MIRAs. 

 

Figure 51 Knowledge representations of two O-MIRAs.  
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5.3 Case Study 

The case study of automated Ice Cream Production System (ICPS) was inspired by an 

innovative and futuristic ice cream (IC) shop called iCream [175] that  enables customers’ order 

to be made from combinations of ICs and allows the customers to observe them being made. 

This process is unprecedented in high-volume production IC factories, as none of them has yet 

offered customizable products such as taking orders from individuals requiring special tastes or 

dietary requirements. Therefore, to demonstrate the proposed MIRA-based production system, a 

simplified version of this concept has been selected for formulation and simulation at a 

laboratory scale, using available equipment in the Industrial Informatics lab (Appendix C 1) at 

the University of Auckland. The list of raw materials used to make customised ICs includes 

(Appendix C 2): 

- Two IC flavours: vanilla and chocolate IC cups (IC maker and cup filler not included in 

the case study);  

- IC lid;  

- White cream;  

- Two sprinkle colours, and 

- Six types of IC sauces represented by six colours. 

5.3.1 IC Production Controller (C-MIRA) 

A variety of toppings enables customers to choose their desired IC among various 

combinations. Customers’ choices range from the simplest (and the cheapest) IC, which consists 

of an IC cup, to the most expensive IC, which includes three toppings (that is, cream and a 

choice of sauce and sprinkle). A customer order is received through a graphic user interface 

(Appendix C 6) and is fed into a C-MIRA as an IC production controller. A C-MIRA acts as an 

intelligent product, in the sense that it contains a thorough representation of the IC recipe. It 

negotiates with the available devices that perform the required production operations. This 

negotiation will result in the creation of specific solution/s (routings and sequences) for the 

production of each IC order, based on various production conditions, such as particular order 

requirements, the availability of certain devices, and their locations (Figure 52).  
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Figure 52 IC production controller (C-MIRA) and IC production flowchart. 

Figure 53 shows four C-MIRAs (each representing one IC order) that are populated in the IC 

control application. IC controllers receive orders from the customer HMI and communicate with 

O-MIRAs through Merger FBs. Each Merger FB acts as a medium between the C and O-MIRAs. 

It is associated with one O-MIRA and receives commands from C-MIRAs, then passes them to 

an O-MIRA and after task completion, forwards the O-MIRA’s feedback to the C-MIRA which 

had sent the command.  

 

Figure 53 Operator HMI, IC Controller FBs and Merger FBs populated in IC production control 

application. 
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5.3.2 Mechatronic devices (O-MIRAs) 

Each of the mechatronic devices utilized in the IC production is represented by a set of 

sensors and actuators that are being controlled by O-MIRAs.  Each O-MIRA is represented in 

Figure 54 by a human head with a helmet. O-MIRAs intermittently advertise their operation 

status via a Boolean variable “Ready” (true when it is ready, false when it is not ready), to the C-

MIRA, operator interface and the O-MIRAs with which they are collaborating. 

There are two types of devices: Stationary and Portable (Figure 54). Stationary devices, 

which are assumed to be permanently available in the production process, include: 

- Two sprinkle dispensers (I & J); 

- A rotary sauce dispenser (G); 

- A cream dispenser (F); 

- A rotary table (H), and 

- A group of conveyors for transportation (C), comprising four bi-directional conveyors 

(C1-C4) and two one-way conveyors (C5 and C6). Also, three of these conveyors are L-

shaped, meaning that they consist of two separate conveyors but are assumed to be one 

unit, since they are controlled by a single controller and operate together with an identical 

speed and direction (Figure 55). 

As shown in Figure 54, there are six positions on the conveyors (identified with blue squares 

P1-P6) that have optical sensors, allowing them to be used in any order as entry or exit 

connection points for the other type of mechatronic devices which are portable. The portable 

devices are depicted in Figure 54, and include: 

- A storing station (A): to store ready ICs to be delivered to customers (last production 

stage); 

- A pick-and-place device to place lids on IC cups (B); 

- Two semi-rotary loaders (D1& D2) with stack magazines, each of which supplies an IC 

flavour. In this case study it is assumed that these two IC loaders have priority over the 

dual IC loader (E) in supplying IC. If they are unavailable (that is, either. faulty or out of 

IC cups), the C-MIRA will send a request to the E device; 

-  A handling station (E) that has a pick-and-place robot with horizontal and vertical axes 

movement, along with two sliders, to supply both IC flavours.  
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The portable stations can freely connect to the conveyors and interact with them in a plug-

and-play manner. They can also be displaced/ moved around the conveyor system to constitute 

various configurations for the ICPS. The decision on where the portable devices have to be 

located is made by the human operator and fed to the system by the operator interface (Appendix 

C 5).  

 

 

Figure 54 Layout of the automated ICPS. 

5.3.3 Transport system 

Conveyors allow IC cups, as raw materials for this production system, to be transferred from 

one station to another to receive the desired IC dressings, and finally to guide them to the storing 

station. Although each conveyor operates independently, communication between them is 

necessary to direct the IC to the right station.  
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As illustrated in Figure 55, each conveyor is equipped with one or more photo eye sensors 

(PS) to identify the presence of ICs at particular locations. It is assumed that the travel time for 

ICs between every two adjacent photo eye sensors (e.g. t12 or t21 in Figure 55) is measured in 

advance by the control engineer and provided to the conveyor ContFB. In addition, some 

conveyors are equipped with diverters to pass ICs to its attached conveyor (Figure 55, Appendix 

C 9 and C 10).  

Apart from the inherent flexibility of choice that is provided to customers in selecting ICs on 

the production side, the intended reconfigurability of the system allows the five portable devices 

to be freely located in any order around the fixed conveyor network and be connected to any of 

the entry/exit points. The through beam (photo eye) sensors mounted underneath the connection 

points (Appendix C 8) allows the transport system to detect a portable device that is connected to 

its connection point (green triangles in Figure 55). Providing the source and destination locations 

of an IC to the Transport O-MIRA enables it to calculate the travel time between two stations 

through possible routes and chose the fastest (and the shortest) path. 

 

Figure 55  Layout of the transport system along with its main components 
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5.3.4 Customer HMI 

The customer interface gives customers multiple options to customize the IC to their preference. 

The customer has the choice to select between two flavours and a number of dressings 

(Appendix C 6). This information is then sent to the C-MIRA and based on that, the O-MIRAs 

will operate. 

5.3.5 Operator HMI 

A person can support the IC production as an operator or technician by performing a number 

of activities such as packaging ICs after being stored in the storage racks, refilling IC loaders, 

diagnosis and maintenance, relocating portable O-MIRAS and updating their environment 

perceptions, monitoring production process through HMIs in real-time, and stopping  production 

at any time. 

The operator interface displays all the related production information to the operator. The 

visualization interface allows assigning and displaying the following items: 

- Visualize the entire IC production line;  

-  Assign the position to each portable device; 

-  Display each device or conveyor status and warn the operator if they are unavailable 

(through device detectors); 

- Inform the operator if the IC loaders need to be refilled or the storage racks have to be 

emptied, and 

- Update the status of loader trays and storage racks when they are refilled or cleared. 

All HMI FBs are executed on a virtual PLC on a PC. Similar to other controllers, a virtual 

PLC communicates with other controllers through standard TCP/IP communication. 

5.3.6 Control Design of O-MIRAs 

 

In this case study, C-MIRAs are served on a first-come, first-served basis; however, in 

general, C-MIRAs may compete for resources based on their predefined priorities. In this 

approach, as is expected in agent-based manufacturing systems, each mechatronic component 

has only a minimal understanding of the whole system operations. For instance, an IC loader has 

no information about how many topping dispensers are available at the plant, or a conveyor does 
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not know about the toppings that the IC may receive. The type of object (e.g. an IC or a metal 

workpiece) that a conveyor is carrying is not important, so long as that object does not violate its 

predefined self-perception (the capability of carrying objects up to a certain size and weight). 

Therefore, decision making is systematically distributed across all IC production devices,’ and 

each of the devices will behave autonomously.  

Figure 56 shows a configuration of an ICPS and how C- and O-MIRAs exchange messages 

in order to make a vanilla IC with cream topping. First, the user places their order through the 

user HMI, and all O-MIRAs inform the C-MIRA of their positions and readiness for operation. 

Next, C-MIRA sends a set of separate requests to O-MIRAs according to its recipe, and receives 

their report (through Merger FBs) after each task’s completion. Meanwhile the adjacent O-

MIRAs, whose concurrent operation is not allowed, exchange Block-Permit messages to avoid 

conflict. For example, once an IC loader is placing an IC on a conveyor, it blocks the conveyor 

operation to avoid it being used by other C-MIRAs. Similarly once the cream dispenser is 

operating, the rotary table must not rotate. Finally once the last O-MIRA (storing station) has 

accomplished its task and reported to the C-MIRA, the C-MIRA will report on the IC production 

to the user interface.  

As it is illustrated in Figure 56 b, the total time taken for production of the IC order can be 

calculated as: 

TTot=   ∑  ( ) 
   OM  where  

TTot= Total production time of an IC order 

t(i)OM= Operation time of an O-MIRA  

n= Number of O-MIRAs in the production including transport system 

i= 1, 2… n 

Therefore, the total production time for the IC with cream topping will be: 

TTot=  (  ) +     (  ) +  (  ) +   (  )   (  )   (  )  where 

Total Transport Time:   (  )  =   (   )+  (   )   (   ) 

Total Rotary Table Operation time:   (  ) =  (   )    (   ) 
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Figure 56 a.) A configuration of O-MIRAs in ICPS, b) message exchange among MIRAs for 

producing a vanilla IC with cream topping 
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In general, communication among O-MIRAs results in increasing the throughput of the 

system. For, instance, while the first IC is receiving cream topping at the cream station, the 

second IC can be loaded on the C4 conveyor and transferred to the turntable. However, handling 

multiple IC orders simultaneously introduces the risk of collision. This situation is avoided by 

the conveyor system, through a permit-block communication technique between O-MIRAs. To 

this end, the conveyor controllers (as well as other devices) periodically advertise their 

availability (with a Ready or Not Ready message), and, based on their availability, issue permit-

block messages among themselves to prevent others from overloading them. Through this 

method, each device will only handle one IC (or other object) at a time.  However, because of the 

absence of a Radio-Frequency Identification System (RFID) or other sensing method that could 

have detected the product’s location on the conveyors, it was not possible to handle more than 

one IC order at a time. Because their locations could not be verified, O-MIRAs could not 

distinguish between the ICs.  

Apart from O-MIRAs’ autonomous behaviour, their other characteristic is that devices with 

similar components and functionalities will have identical control modules. For instance, the two 

single IC loaders use two instances of an identical Control FB (Figure 57) regardless of being 

placed in different locations within the production system. Conveyors are another example of the 

use of modular and identical software components. Although the conveyors in this production 

system have a different number of sensors and diverters, their control FBs are identical and are 

derived from an instance of a general conveyor control FB.   

The ICs can be observed and tracked by 14 photo eye sensors at various positions on the 

transport system. Distributed scheduling among conveyors is very similar to the methodology 

described for PnP scheduling in  4.3.1. At first, the cylinder which contains the source node will 

start the scheduling procedure by searching for destination node. If destination node also exists 

in the same conveyor, then completion task will be sent to other conveyors and depending on the 

position of destination node with respect to the source node, the conveyor may chose forward 

(FW) or Backward (BW) movement to transfer an IC. However, if the destination node is located 

in other conveyors, the conveyor which has the source node firstly assumes its direction to be 

FW and based on that, sends requests (one at a time) to the its output nodes along the way. The 

output node can be the conveyor which is connected to the end of this conveyor, or the one 
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which is attached to its middle nodes and receive IC by diverter’s actuations. Such algorithm will 

be followed by the consequent conveyors until the destination becomes reachable and then the 

“Scheduling Success” message will be broadcasted from the last conveyor which contains the 

destination node to the previous conveyor and cascaded to the first conveyor. If FW assumption 

for the first conveyor does not lead to a successful transportation path, the conveyor will again 

assume its movement direction to be BW and asks upstream output nodes to find a path to 

destination node. This procedure will enable the conveyors to find a solution to transfer an IC 

between two of the eight locations identified on the conveyors (i.e. positions 1-6, 12 and 13).  

After the scheduling process is completed and the required actuators (conveyors and 

diverters) for IC transportation are identified, the conveyors involved in operation will become 

unavailable to other C-MIRA’s and each conveyor will enable its actuators for operation. When 

the photo eye sensor at the destination node detects the IC, the operation is complete and 

conveyors will be ready for the next transportation task. 
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Figure 57 Control FB and ECC of a single IC loader. 

5.3.7 Control Hardware and Software Design Tool 

 

The control hardware utilized for control of the production system consists of 12 Adam 

PLCs from Advantech Company. The PLCs control every conveyor, portable and stationary 

device used in the ICPS (Appendix C 4). The whole software, including control and 

visualization, is implemented in IDC Builder environment by NxtControl company as one of the 

compliant tools to the IEC 61499 standard [107]. The entire control software was distributed and 

deployed to various hardware configurations, and in each case, the production system had 

identical performance.  

5.3.8 Fault Tolerance 
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One of the notable benefits of the decentralized decision making when using MIRA is that it 

eliminates any unnecessary critical point and the system can cope with faults without human 

intervention.  If an O-MIRA is unavailable, the C-MIRA will send a request to the next available 

O-MIRA.  

The ICPS implementation was tested under the following fault scenarios: 

- The vanilla IC loader station was unplugged (representing a fault condition) and 

became unavailable, while the dual loader station (VC) received the command from 

the IC-Order FB (Figure 58) and took charge of loading IC. 

 

Figure 58 Partial ECC of an IC_Order FB that is associated with Vanilla IC loading task 

- The cream dispenser was unplugged.  Since there was no counterpart for that in the 

ICPS, the operation will not proceed, to avoid wasting IC. 

- Conveyor 3 was unplugged (representing a fault condition) and an order was placed 

which required the production of a chocolate IC (loaded from position 5) and storage 

of it at station No.2. The transportation paths are illustrated in Figure 59. 
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Figure 59 Transportation paths explored in distributed scheduling between conveyors to move an 

IC from position 5 to position 2 while conveyor 3 is unplugged. 
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Among the three examined fault scenarios, in the first and the third cases, because the ICPS 

had other production alternatives, was able to successfully maintain its operation and produce the 

desired ICs. 

5.4 Discussion 

Before the design and implementation of ICPS at the industrial informatics laboratory, the 

same machinery used in this test case had been used in a similar production application. For the 

control software development in the previous application, the IEC 61499 FBs had been used, but 

in a centralized and non-modular manner. The FB control code had taken almost three months to 

be developed for the entire system. The application included only the following tasks: loading 

work pieces on the C4 conveyor; transferring them through a predefined path to the rotary table; 

drilling on them; moving them to the storing station, and unloading them by the storing station.  

Because of the centralized nature of the previous control code, it was not feasible to 

reconfigure the production layout, add more components to it, or even use it in a slightly 

different application such as the ICPS. Considering the shortcomings of the previous 

development, the ICPS control design activity was undertaken, based on the MIRA approach, 

which allowed reuse of devices in ICPS and thorough reconfiguration of the system. The MIRA 

approach took approximately 55 days to complete, resulting in a nearly 40 percent reduction in 

control development time. The comparison between the traditional method and the new approach 

will be more meaningful, bearing in mind that the modular, decentralized and scalable nature of 

MIRAs will eliminate further development time and effort in ICPS’s future expansions and 

reconfigurations. 

5.5 Chapter Summary 

Future manufacturing will not just be concerned with satisfying a customer’s straightforward 

requirements, but rather making their more ambitious aspirations come true. As an extension of 

the IMC design concept, MIRA was introduced at the manufacturing level, which represented 

products (C-MIRA) and machine (O-MIRAs) controllers, and followed the STEP method to gain 

a thorough knowledge for accomplishing production tasks. The MIRA approach attempted to 

enhance the efficacy of the IEC 61499 FB, and demonstrated that a thorough control software for 

a customised manufacturing system can be fully decentralized and generated by merely 
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synthesizing O-MIRAs; and that O-MIRAS can cooperate with C-MIRAs to achieve mass 

customization in manufacturing systems. Also, the control software can be rapidly reconfigured 

whenever product specification is altered. Furthermore, MIRA architecture was studied and 

evaluated on a simulated food production case study in a laboratory environment. Such an 

approach can be considered to be the future for food processing factories, automatically operated 

stores or even vending machines, enabling them to produce and supply customized products. 
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6 

Chapter 6: Design and Implementation of Modular and Distributed control 

Logic in Building Management and Medical Systems 
 

In the previous chapters, the design and implementation of modular and distributed control logic, 

based on the IEC 61499 FBs for industrial machineries, were proposed and evaluated. In this 

chapter, the feasibility and efficacy of such software components in two other automation fields, 

namely building automation and medical systems, are explained. 

6.1 Distributed Automation and Simulation of Energy-Efficient Buildings  

The growing complexity of Building Management Systems (BMS) requires distributed 

automation architectures, where both hardware and software are modularized. However, no 

system exists that simulates the entire system with distributed “intelligence” in traditional 

automation architectures. This section presents a novel framework for designing and simulating 

the decentralized control of BMSs, based on smart meters. The proposed smart metering system 

allows building managers and users to have a thorough perception of power consumption. The 

autonomous control of smart meters establishes the basis of Demand Side Management (DSM) 

for energy-efficient buildings. In particular, a distributed lighting subsystem, one of the more 

promising and influential energy-saving sources of BMS, has been modelled and implemented, 

using the IEC 61499 standard. It will be demonstrated that predefined power usage scenarios can 

easily be simulated in the closed-loop model, and the results can be intuitively analysed. More 

importantly, the decentralized control logics of the BMS subsystems can be developed 
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independent of the actual deployment configurations. The proposed framework can significantly 

reduce the design complexity of BMS through plug-and-play design. Also, costs are reduced by 

processing the distributed data in lower-performance networking hardware, and the system’s 

flexibility and configurability are improved, because of its modular structure. 

6.1.1 Design of IEC 61499-Based Decentralized Building Management Systems 

 

The proposed IEC 61499 design architecture for decentralized BMS consists of several 

main applications, such as lighting, air-conditioning, boiler, and so forth. Each application is 

built from a network of FBs implementing the complete functions of the corresponding 

subsystem. Essentially, the application of the IEC 61499 standard in BMSs facilitates the 

decentralization and interaction of the BMS subsystems through FBs across the control 

hierarchy.  

Figure 60 schematically presents the structure of the IEC 61499 control application for a 

decentralized BMS. 

 

Figure 60  The IEC 61499 design architecture for decentralized building management systems 
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 In general, the design of each BMS subsystem follows a bottom-up approach. First, the 

functions of each room’s subsystem are implemented in a corresponding FB. For example, the 

LightFB is used to control the light switch and brightness level of the room; the BoilerFB 

manages the room’s hot water supply; and the A/CFB adjusts the room temperature. The 

LightFB, BoilerFB, A/CFB, and other required FBs constitute the RoomFB, which provides 

control functions and Human-Machine Interfaces (HMIs) for all the room appliances. The 

individually configured RoomFBs can then be coordinated by a FloorFB. This FloorFB provides 

a central control point for all rooms on the same floor. Commands received by the FloorFB will 

be interpreted then sent to all the corresponding rooms in the floor. Similarly, following the 

control hierarchy, the BuildingFB is used to interpret the building-level control commands for 

FloorFBs. For example, when a “building shutdown” command is received, the BuildingFB will 

dispatch corresponding floor-level commands to all the associated FloorFBs. Subsequently, 

these FloorFBs will command their BuildingFBs to switch off all appliances in the room. 

Because of the IEC 61499 standard, the BMS control application can easily be decentralized and 

deployed to different hardware configurations. As shown in Figure 60, the BuildingFB is 

deployed to a dedicated Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) for processing building-level 

commands. On the other hand, each FloorFB and its coordinated RoomFBs are deployed to a 

PLC located in the corresponding floor to process local HMI commands and remote commands 

from BuildingFB.  

6.1.2 IEC 61499 Implementation of Smart Metering System 

The concept of DSM was initially introduced by power companies. They realized that, 

regardless of improvements to power generation and distribution infrastructures, they would not 

be able to continue supplying power to their clients in a cost-effective and efficient manner 

unless they managed power consumption prudently, in particular at peak demand rates [176]. 

The primary goal of DSM is to adapt the electrical energy consumption to power availability 

while maximizing user comfort. It optimizes energy consumption by reducing or temporarily 

disconnecting the power supplied to certain loads. In recent years, DSM has proven to be a 

robust solution for improving power usage patterns in BMSs. However, the disadvantage of 

current approaches is that most of the responsibilities for cutting and managing power usage are 

delegated to humans, who are  supplied only with total energy usage figures, and do not know 
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how much energy each device is consuming [177]. In fact, they have to constantly identify the 

main sources of excessive consumption and check if they occur in high-rate hours, then manage 

the use of those costly devices. A recent survey [177] also confirms that neither of the current 

single-purpose monitoring and feedback tools would be able to have a significant effect on 

power consumption reduction. The survey also emphasizes the necessity for innovative 

technologies to reduce building energy consumption.  

To perform DSM, the building must have a proactive load-controlling infrastructure. The 

smart metering system can provide such infrastructure to apply demand- response technologies 

for DSM, for example. Each smart meter is an autonomous device that monitors, meters and 

controls the operations of certain building entities, such as rooms, floors, or electrical 

subsystems. The smart metering system provides the means for consumers to communicate with 

their power company. Real-time power consumption data can be gathered and analysed at 

various levels, which enables consumers to monitor electricity consumption in a specific area or 

subsystem. The smart metering system is a large distributed system incorporating a number of 

devices. Software architecture that is assembled to manage such a large-scale system must be 

reliable and robust, utilizing optimal yet efficient technologies. The smart metering system has to 

exchange data with other subsystems and applications used by the power utilities, which makes 

the integration interface provided by the IEC 61499 standard very important. The smart metering 

system based on IEC 61499 should have the following components [178]: 

 Monitoring system: acquires the status of electrical appliances at room, floor, and building 

levels; 

 Metering system: meters the power consumption of electrical appliances at various levels; 

 Control system: optimizes the operations of electrical appliances through BMS; and 

 Analysis system: provides energy analysis or an evaluation report and recommends 

appropriate energy-saving measures. 

In general, this smart metering system is built on top of the BMS control architecture 

presented in section  6.1.1. While the BMS FBs, such as LightFB, RoomFB, and FloorFB provide 

the low-level functional controls, the FBs implementing the smart metering system provide high-

level control logics, such as load shedding and power consumption monitoring. Figure 61 

schematically illustrates the FB implementation of a room smart meter. This 
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RoomSmartMeterFB consists of two parts: the RoomFB effects low-level control functions for 

electrical appliances in the room, and the RoomDSMFB effects high-level DSM controls, such as 

demand response and load monitoring functions.  

 

Figure 61 Internal structure of RoomSmartMeterFB. 

The FloorSmartMeterFB and BuildingSmartMeterFB can be used in the same way to provide 

DSM control at floor and building levels, respectively. Figure 62 shows the HMIs of smart 

meters for a lighting subsystem at room, floor, and building levels, where lighting modes, 

emergency levels, and power consumption levels can be intuitively set and displayed.  

6.1.3 Case Study  

 

The two previous sections introduced the design architecture of BMS and smart metering 

system, based on IEC 61499. The following case study demonstrates the feasibility of the 

proposed approach by implementing a closed-loop model of a decentralized lighting system 

using IEC 61499 FBs. The modelled lighting system is built on the Digital Addressable Lighting 

Interface [179]. Thus, in additional to normal functions, such as switch on/off, dimming and 

fading, other complex operations, such as maximum and minimum brightness and failure 

diagnosis, can also be performed.  

Simulations have been conducted on this model to evaluate the normal (low-level) control 

and the DSM control (based on the smart metering system) for the lighting system in terms of 

daily energy consumption.  
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Figure 62 Control HMIs for lighting subsystem at (a) room level, (b) floor level, and (c) building 

level. 
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This simulation model (particularly the normal control) is based on a commissioned BMS 

project from nxtControl GmbH, using NxtStudio [180]. Figure 63 presents the SCADA 

(Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition) system of the five-floor lighting system model 

developed in NxtStudio. In this model, there are six rooms per floor, and each room has one light 

control.  

 

Figure 63 Case study lighting system. 

6.1.3.1 Automatic Simulation Framework 

 

NxtStudio provides an efficient tool for embedding models and visualizing physical 

components into software components, which facilitates the creation of closed-loop plant-

controller models of complex systems, such as buildings. However, traditionally this mechanism 

has been used mainly to create interactive models, where, for example, it would be possible to 

switch the lights on and off in a particular place in the building, or to change the temperature in a 

particular room, then observe how the distributed automation software manages this request. 

This is already a significant mechanism for testing the automation code before deployment. 

However, in this study, it was realized that such an interactive method of simulation would not 

test a large-scale distributed automation system efficiently. Therefore, an automatic alternative 

was developed. The simulation framework of this case study lighting system is illustrated in 

Figure 64. 
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Figure 64  Closed-loop simulation framework. 

 

The PeopleFB models the number of people in each room of the building for a 24-hour period. 

It generates the occupancy figures either randomly or based on historical data. The following 

assumptions are made for PeopleFB:  

- The number of occupants each hour and in every room is randomly distributed within a 

certain percentage range of the total number of people in the building; 

- The number of room occupants is constant each hour; and 

- The building is empty after 10 p.m. 

 

The SunlightFB, as shown in Figure 65, models the natural sunlight presented in each room. 

The level of sunlight provides the threshold for light switching in a room. In particular, the 

FILEINPUT FB is used to read historical sunlight data. The SunlightFB models the following 

behaviours: 
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- Higher-level floors receive more sunlight; 

- Each room’s threshold is calculated based on the sunlight level and the room’s location in the 

building; 

- The threshold is constant for each hour; and, 

- All room thresholds rest to 0 between 7 p.m. and 7 a.m. 

As previously noted, the BuildingFB provides low-level functional control of the lighting system, 

such as light switching, dimming, and fading. Lights can be controlled at room, floor, and 

building levels. Based on the BuildingFB, the BuildingSmartMeterFB implements high-level 

DSM controls. For example, by detecting whether the space is occupied and how much sunlight 

is present, this smart lighting control can determine the minimum level of artificial light that 

should be provided.  

 

Figure 65 Composition of SunlightFB. 

Lastly, the SimulationModelFB models the building’s lighting system and provides all the 

required sensor readings for testing the two control FBs. It also provides simulation scenarios to 
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calculate and plot lighting power consumption under different control strategies. To simplify the 

simulation, the following assumptions were made: 

- All rooms have the same lighting configuration; for example, window positions and type of 

light source; 

- The individual light power consumption rating for each hour is fixed; 

- Each simulation scenario does not consider an increase or decrease in the daily load caused 

by other power consumption systems. Only the power used by lighting is measured; and 

- The operation period of the lighting system is from 8 a.m. to 10 p.m. 

The following sections will elaborate on and discuss the two simulations conducted in this 

case study. 

6.1.3.2 Normal Lighting Control Simulation 

 

In this simulation, the most common control strategy of the lighting system is considered: 

that when a room is occupied and the sunlight level is low enough, the room light will be 

switched on. In this scenario, the occupancy and sunlight level in each room are generated based 

on historical records. These values determine the threshold for switching on or off the room 

light. All control operations performed by BuildingFB and the corresponding estimated power 

consumption data are recorded in the SimulationModelFB.  

Figure 66 presents the simulation results, where the sunlight density, number of building 

occupants, and the calculated power consumption are plotted hourly. The following is an 

explanation of the resulting histograms. Between 8 a.m. and 11 a.m., the number of people in the 

building increases while the sunlight level is also increasing. As people start working, more 

lights are turned on; consequently, power consumption increases each hour. From 11 p.m. to 1 

p.m., power consumption decreases dramatically because of sufficient sunlight in the building 

and because people go to lunch. After 6 p.m. power consumption reaches its minimum value, as 

people leave the building. 
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Figure 66 Comparison of simulation results. 

 

6.1.3.3 Smart Lighting Control Simulation 

 

This simulation sends the hourly number of occupants and the sunlight level in the building 

from SimulationModelFB to BuildingSmartMeterFB.  In order to compare the results with the 

normal lighting control, corresponding historical records are used to generate occupancy figures 

and sunlight levels. The BuildingDSMFB receives these values and calculates the threshold 

value, based on the DSM requirements, to decide whether to switch off or dim the light.  

For example, if the power consumption between 10 a.m. and 11 a.m., in normal lighting 

conditions, is 2200 Watts and a reduction is proposed, a threshold of 1000 Watts can be set. 

Once power consumption during this period reaches 1000 Watts, all lights will be switched to 

dimming mode by the smart metering system. Consequently all lights will consume less power 
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than when they were in fully turned-on mode, and total power consumption will be substantially 

reduced through the operation of Smart Lighting. The final histogram in Figure 66 shows the 

reduction in power consumption. It is clear that the DSM control used in the smart metering 

system helps to reduce power consumption significantly. Furthermore, the autonomous control 

means that the smart meter does most of the work for human operators. 

6.1.4 Summary 

Section 6.1 presented a system-level design architecture for decentralized BMS with 

Demand Side Management, using the IEC 61499 standard. The architecture facilitates the 

development of automation software of BMS, which has an embedded capability to conduct 

simulation in the loop. By employing IEC 61499 in the BMS domain, all subsystems can be 

autonomously controlled and coordinated at various levels. More importantly, the control 

application can be developed independent of the deployment configuration. Based on this BMS 

control infrastructure, the IEC 61499 implementation of a virtual smart metering system has been 

proposed. This system provides a means of communication between consumers and power 

companies. It also provides the mechanism for implementing DSM technologies, such as demand 

response logic. As a result of the IEC 61499 standard and the nxtStudio development tool, 

closed-loop simulation models of the BMS can be easily developed. The BMS simulation models 

can be used to test the control logic, but more importantly they can also be used to evaluate 

different control approaches. These simulation results will provide a useful tool for designers and 

building owners to analyse their power consumption data. Lastly, two simulated control 

strategies of the BMS’s lighting subsystem were discussed. The first simulation scenario 

considers the normal light control while the second scenario focuses on lighting control, based 

on the smart metering system. The simulation results have revealed how DSM can help reduce 

power consumption. 
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6-2 Plug-and-Play Design and Distributed Logic Control of a Rehabilitation Device 

 

Plug-and-Play control design and interoperability of medical devices has now become a 

critical mission of technological research. Nowadays medical and rehabilitation devices are 

expected to address each patient’s individual needs. This requirement mandates such devices to 

have more capabilities, such as being customisable, have interaction with each other to handle 

more complex tasks, and minimize clinician error and treatment risk. 

This study proposes a novel approach to the development of distributed control logic for 

medical devices using modular, reusable and interoperable software components based on the 

IEC 61499 FB. It then presents a case study to demonstrate the viability of this methodology 

being used for control software design of medical and rehabilitation devices. 

The solution develops the process of distributed control design and interconnectivity of devices 

in medical environments, into a robust and manageable method. The device selected as a case 

study is a two-degrees-of-freedom upper limb rehabilitation device (Figure 67)  that has been 

designed, manufactured and optimized by a number of students at the mechatronics laboratory in  

the Department of Mechanical Engineering of the University of Auckland [181-183]. 

 

Figure 67 The Upper Limb Rehabilitation Device. 

 The aim of designing such a device is to help patients who have survived a stroke, but still 

suffer physically from its effects, to regain mobility in limbs. Research has proved that task-

oriented recursive movements can considerably help patients recover mobility in impaired limbs 

[181]. This device has been designed to provide patients with therapy, either at a clinic or at 
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home, without the complexity of conventional devices, and at a reasonable price.  In fact, 

simplicity of use (being safe, lightweight and portable) has made it an attractive solution for 

individualised patient therapy. It enables the patient to use the device at home and receive 

feedback from it, regarding their therapeutic activity, through an intuitive graphical user interface 

[184].   

6.2.1 Device Specifications  

6.2.1.1 Mechanical Components 

 

The mechanical components of the device include a light U-Shaped aluminium frame and a 

sliding bar. The bar holds the armrest, to which the patient’s hand is secured. The device is 

driven by metal chains that transmit power from the motors to the armrest. Mounted plastic idler 

pulleys conduct the chain around the device. The chain route has been designed in such a way 

that each motor rotation will cause the armrest to move along one of its diagonals, 45º and 135º. 

As a result, in order to move in various directions, a combination of both motor rotations is 

required. For instance, for the armrest to move forward (away from where patient is sitting), the 

left motor must rotate anticlockwise and the right motor must rotate clockwise at the same speed, 

so that the resultant forces move the device forward. The device also helps a patient to use the 

computer mouse.  

6.2.1.2 Electrical Components  

 

The electrical parts of the device include: two brushed DC motors as actuators; two rotary 

encoders for identifying motor positions; four limit switches for safety consideration (identifying 

the boundary limits), two accelerometers as head tilt sensors (for two axes) embedded in a 

helmet to measure the head’s angles, and two strain gauges for armrest force measurement (to 

receive feedback force). Two analogue servo drives are also used. These magnify the 0-10 

voltage, sent out from the PLC analogue outputs, which is fed into the two 24 DC motors. Also, 

a PID control is used for both motors in order to follow the given set points of the trajectories. 

6.2.1.3 Device Operation Modes 
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 To satisfy the requirements of the , the device’s control programme runs under the 

following six operation modes [181]: 

- Manual Mode: In this mode, the patient can move the mouse cursor over the virtual joystick 

pad and simply click to intuitively specify the desired coordinates; 

- Head tracking mode: A helmet with attached accelerometer sensors is used to determine where 

on the monitor the patient is looking at, and moving their hand on the workspace, based on the 

measured tilt angle.  

- Assist mode: If the patient is not totally disabled, but the force that they apply to the armrest is 

insufficient to move it, force sensors will measure the forces in two directions. Then, using those 

measurements, the device will guide the armrest in that direction.  

- Resist mode: This mode is utilized when patient’s limb strength is almost fully restored and 

they merely require exercise to complete their treatment. Therefore, a threshold will be defined 

for each force sensor. If the exerted force to the armrest is greater than that threshold, the device 

will produce the same amount of force, but in the opposite direction, to avoid armrest movement.  

- Trajectory mode: In this mode, a therapist or patient attempts to guide the arm through 

trajectories that are predefined in the device programme, or record the manual movement of the 

armrest in the first attempt, and repeat it several times.  

- Game mode: Special-purpose games can significantly assist patients by increasing their 

motivation and making the rehabilitation process more appealing [185]. The interactive game 

developed for this device encourages patients during the repetitive and tiring therapy process, so 

that they are able to tolerate the rehabilitation exercises for longer periods. In this simple game, 

the patient must move the armrest to reach the goal circle in random positions.  

 

6.2.2 Control Software  

 

To implement the control design for the upper-limb rehabilitation device, the physical 

components of the application must firstly be identified informally. Also, their interactions with 

the rest of the system, to create the desired behaviour, must be specified, as illustrated in Figure 
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68. Once the physical components are selected, the necessary FBs implementing sensing, control 

or actuation are selected from the range of available library elements and instantiated in the 

application environment. These FBs are modular and application-independent, such as the two 

sensor FBs, each representing two limit switches (Figure 69). Next, each FB is configured, based 

on the specific values and physical characteristics of its associated parts. These essential software 

components can then take part in the application as stand-alone FBs, or can be embedded into 

other FBs.  

The next and most crucial milestone is to design the control logic for each component, based 

on their behaviour. A controller function block needs to analyse the obtained information (from 

the plant and other blocks) then, using that information, make the appropriate decisions.  

 

Figure 68 Layout of The Interactions Between The Constituent Components in The Upper-Limb 

Device. 

 

The procedure for the ContFB design is based on the STEP method, which was defined in 

section 4.2. Taking into account this approach, six separate ContFBs (one for each operation 

mode) were designed for this device. They operate in parallel, and constantly provide the desired 

X and Y positions for the armrest. The hand position is also illustrated by an armrest position FB 

(FB No. 7 in Figure 69) that instantly receives the current position of the armrest and updates its 

location on the display. Once the XY coordinates are generated by the different mode FBs, they 

are passed to the actuators, based on the user’s selected mode, and converted into encoder 

counts. These values are fed to the two motor FBs, with PID controllers as set points, along with 

other data from motor encoders and limit switches.  
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The motor ContFB receives the necessary motion settings, such as speed and acceleration, 

and feeds them into the Velocity profile FB, which utilizes a set of algorithms to interpolate the 

positions to which the armrest has to travel. As a safety interlock, the operation of each motor is 

interconnected. For instance, the motors’ controllers are designed in such a way that a failure in 

one motor will promptly stop the other motor, to avoid unwanted movement of the armrest. 

At a later stage, the number of IOs required for this application to be interfaced with the 

device must be identified. Thus, the intended control hardware and IO modules (such as. 

analogue/digital/encoder reader) are dragged and dropped from the FB libraries to the 

application. The network of FBs with different encapsulated functionalities that are involved in 

this application, are illustrated in Figure 69.  

 

Figure 69 Upper Limb Rehabilitation Device Implemented in NxtStudio IDE with a Network of 

FBs Including: 1. Control Panel 2. Manual Mode 3. Head Tilt Measurement Mode 4. 

Assist/Resist Mode 5. Trajectory Mode 6. Game Mode 7. Armrest Positioin 8. Mode Selector 9. 

XY to Encoder Value Conveerter 10. Encoder to XY Converter 11. Up/Down and Left/Right 

Limit Switches 12. Motor Controllers 13. Digital IO Modules 14. Analogue IO Modules  15. 

Encoder Reader Modules 16. Initialization Mode (Reference Positioning)  17. Merge 

Initialization and Motor Controler Output 18. Hardware Management FBs. 
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6.2.3 Control Hardware 

The ultimate vision in the intelligent mechatronics approach is that every mechatronic unit is 

equipped with a microcontroller, executing a part of the entire system’s control application. In 

this study, to demonstrate some of the capabilities of the proposed method, such as distributed 

control and hardware independence, the developed FB network was divided into two parts for 

execution on two different hardware controllers (also shown as PLCs in Figure 69): a Beckhoff 

CX 1010 and a Wago 750-860 controller (Figure 69). However, as a general rule (according to 

IEC 61499), every FB can be assigned for execution to any available compliant hardware. The 

communication between the two hardware controllers is achieved through the Ethernet network, 

as depicted in Figure 69.  The device had previously been tested under centralised control in such 

a way that the whole FB network was implemented in a single Beckhoff hardware controller. 

The device’s performance, observed under the two “centralized” and “distributed” conditions, 

were identical, and no significant difference in the device behaviour was noticed. The NxtStudio 

editor and its visualization both function on Windows XP and Win7 platforms and are able to 

communicate with the controllers through TCP/IP.  

6.2.4 Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs) 

 

For this application, three GUIs are displayed for the patient on the PC, to enable user 

interaction with the rehabilitation device, including General, Trajectory and Game canvases. 

When the FB network is completed by inserting the necessary FBs in the application, the 

graphical interface of each FB that has been developed at earlier design stages will be dragged 

and dropped into the associated project canvases to provide the desired visualization and control 

panel for the users in an easy and user-friendly manner. As illustrated in Figure 70, these 

canvases comprise a number of displays, such as work space, allowing the user to monitor the 

armrest position, safety limit switches status, reading tilt angles and applied forces. In addition, 

the user is able to configure the device by entering the desired position, speed and acceleration, 

toggle between different modes, and so forth. 
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Figure 70 Different GUIs for the UpperLimb Rehabilitation Device implemented in NxtStudio 

IDE a. control panel b. force measurement of armrest c. virtual joystick pad (manual mode) d. 

head tilt angle e. workspace f. XY coordinates of armrest g. game mode. 

 

6.2.5 Benefits Gained through Use of FB in the Case Study 

 

The control code of this case study had initially been developed by a number of students 

using conventional programming methods (e.g. programming in C language and executed on 

microcontrollers) as reported in [181-183, 186]. Exploiting FBs in the control of this 

rehabilitation device revealed a number of benefits compared with previous approaches, 

including: 

- The legibility and maintenance of the control code was improved;  

- Because of the modularity of the software in FBs and ease of reconfigurability, the software 

evolvement took place along with modification of physical components, making the design 
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process easier and faster. For instance, it is possible to add more complex trajectories 

rapidly, in response to  patients’ feedback, implementing them as control algorithms [187].  

- The design of the entire control system, along with the visualisation, was implemented in 

one software tool (NxtStudio IDE); 

- Use of prefabricated, modular and reusable software components from numerous FB 

libraries (e.g. limit switches, motors, hardware modules) in the application, saved a 

significant amount of development time and, more importantly, allowed rapid and flexible 

adaptation of the system based on the specific needs of stroke patients [188];  

- Hardware independent of the design meant that changes could be made in the hardware at 

any of the design stages, thus bringing more flexibility to the design, as well as benefits from 

existing proprietary devices with hard-coded functionalities. 
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7 
Chapter 7: Conclusion and Future Work 

 

Today, industrial automation systems must be able to change rapidly and adapt to meet market 

requirements. Fortunately, with an increase in the number of small, cheap and reliable control 

hardware, it is now possible for basic mechatronic components, such as valves, motors, and 

sensors, to be accompanied with their own control module and to operate autonomously. 

Integration of these simple functions means that complex skills can be generated to satisfy 

specific automation application needs. However, the composition of mechatronic components for 

building machines, and the rapid development of their control software remain a challenge, and 

finding a resolution will add significant value to the industrial automation field. Until now, state-

of-the-art machine control applications have been unable to address current requirements 

because they lack simplicity, modularity, intelligence and real-time behaviour.  

 The main aim of this research has been to exploit the concept of IMCs and advance the 

potentials of the IEC 61499 architecture for a bottom-up design and implementation of control 

software for automation systems. In addition, experiments were conducted to evaluate and verify 

the proposed methods. The results showed certain benefits over conventional methods, such as 

ease of system design, implementation, and reconfiguration that involved less human 

intervention. Furthermore, the time in which to either introduce a new mechatronic object to a 

machine, or a machine to a manufacturing system, was reduced.  It is believed that the same 

approach can be pursued to facilitate the application of other distributed control systems, and 

thereby benefit from its advantages over centralized systems. 

The following is a summary of the main activities and contributions of this research: 
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- A method was proposed for rule-based selection and composition (planning) of physical 

mechatronic components, using Prolog programming language. This rapid method enables 

machine vendors to compose the best and most capable IMCs from a variety of automation 

vendors. 

- A uniform interface for IMCs’ ContFBs was proposed. ContFBs with standardized 

interfaces can easily be synthesized and create numerous machines by using identical control 

FBs.  

- The distributed decision making (scheduling) and operation capabilities of IMCs, which 

were embedded into a composite FB, provided significant benefits including: ease of 

machine software composition with minimum human intervention; a smooth shift from 

centralized to distributed control logic design, and elimination of the problem of developing 

and integrating two software platforms for the high- and low- level control of mechatronic 

components, as is common in agent-based applications. 

- A STEP method was defined in which the IMCs acquire the knowledge of their capabilities, 

tasks and environment from three sources to perform reasoning in a collective manner and 

achieve the desired goals. 

- The proposed physical and software composition methods were evaluated in various 

configurations of the PnP robot in simulation environment. The metrics for evaluating the 

success of the new method against the traditional approach were the number of 

modifications and the efforts required for accommodating a new requirement into the PnP 

robot control software. The results included significantly reduced modification, easier 

composition and shorter reconfiguration time. Only the ContFB parameters and connections 

had to be changed, and the ContFBs remained intact. All the possible machines that could be 

composed from six cylinders were configured each time with little rewiring. Application of 

the PnP case study demonstrated significant enhancement in the reusability and 

composability of the control components. In addition, this approach simplified the machine 

control design process, so that control engineers with less experience in software 

development can use the ready-made IMCs and apply them for machine control synthesis. 

This is in contrast to the current situation in manufacturing plants, where the majority of the 

machineries are pre-programmed and cannot be reconfigured after installation.  The 
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machines’ control software, which is composed according to the IMC design approach, is 

capable of handling the following types of changes:  

1. Addition to the control programme functionality by adding new software 

components or rewiring the existing components; 

2. Removal of a software component when a product or operation  is no longer 

required ; 

3. Replacement of a software component (for example, to improve functionality or 

to fix a bug in a control algorithm [31]); 

4. Modification of parameters associated with each software component (that is, 

tailoring the control programme to a new environment condition), and 

5. Deployment of a software component to a new control hardware because of 

failure or overloading. 

- To facilitate mass customization, C-MIRAs and O-MIRAs were introduced at the 

manufacturing level, to represent products and machineries. MIRAs are both highly modular 

and controlled in a distributed fashion, and can operate without supervision.  

- While IEC 61499 architecture is not new within the design and control of industrial 

automation systems, this research has demonstrated its applicability in the control design of 

BMS and medical devices, resulting in benefits that were similar to those found in  industrial 

applications. In a BMS, handling design complexity is particularly significant. Simulation 

and customisation of large BMS applications are achievable, as software components can be 

conveniently assembled in a Plug-and-Play manner in a similar way to physical components. 

A distributed lighting subsystem, one of the crucial sections for energy-saving in BMSs, was 

modelled and implemented using the IEC 61499 standard. Furthermore, the autonomous 

control of smart meters demonstrated Demand Side Management (DSM) for energy-efficient 

buildings. 

A further case study was successfully developed in the medical field, to illustrate the use of 

modular ContFBs in the regulation of an upper-limb rehabilitation device, in situations 

where the performance and safety of the device are critical. This case study demonstrated the 

use of identical ContFBs for similar IMCs in a medical device, and displayed software 

interoperability between two different hardware units.  This concept can be applied to 

customize medical devices and reduce their software development costs. 
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7.1  Future Work 

Further research could be pursued in the following areas: 

- Enrichment of IMCs with more advanced knowledge of their characteristics, so that they can 

optimise an operation, based on additional constraints, while performing scheduling. For 

instance, each cylinder could take into account the energy required to complete a task. 

Having this knowledge, the cylinders’ task might include a limit on the energy to be spent, 

and the reasoning during scheduling could aim to minimize the machine’s energy 

consumption within that defined limit.  

- Apply more distributed control patterns on a variety of complex case studies, and 

- Implement online and dynamic synthesis of IMCs during operation, because, in the current 

approach, both the physical and software components are composed and reconfigured 

manually. 
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Appendices 

Appendix A: Prolog Programme for Physical Composition of PnP Manipulator 

 

%IMC Instantiation: Each Cylinder has a name, length, power source and price (Vendor Info). 

   cyl(a,1,pneu,200). 

   cyl(b,2,pneu,250). 

   cyl(c,3,pneu,300). 

   cyl(d,1,elect,400). 

   cyl(e,2,elect,500). 

   cyl(f,3,elect,600). 

   %IMC Instantiation-Quantity of each cylinder: (Storage Info) 

    qnt(a,2). 

   qnt(b,2). 

   qnt(c,2). 

   qnt(d,2). 

   qnt(e,2). 

   qnt(f,2). 

%How many similar cylinders can be taken out of storage?( for instance if there is 5 cyl "A" in the storage, we are 

allowed to take 0,1,2,3,4,5 out from the storage and use in our application. 

  canget(0,[0]). 

  canget(N,[N|Y]):- N>0, canget(N-1,Y). 

  %Membership Rule. 

  member(X,[X|_]). 

  member(X,[Head|Tail]):- 

   member(X,Tail). 

   % The distance which can be reached by one type of cylinder. 

   canreach(CylName,Distance):-   

cyl(CylName,L,_,_),qnt(CylName,N),canget(N,List),member(M,List),Distance=L*M. 

 %Min List: Find the minimum of  a list 

    min(X,Y,X):- 
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       Y>=X. 

    min(X,Y,Y):- 

       Y<X. 

    minlist([X],X).               % Minimum of single element list 

    minlist([X,Y|Rest],Min):-     % At least two elements in the list. 

    minlist([Y|Rest],MinRest), 

    min(X,MinRest,Min).     % Min is the least of X and MinRest 

%Max List: Find the maximum of a list 

    max(X,Y,X):- 

       X>=Y. 

    max(X,Y,Y):- 

       X<Y. 

    maxlist([X],X).                        % Maximum of single element list 

    maxlist([X,Y|Rest],Max):-              % At least two elements in the list. 

        maxlist([Y|Rest],MaxRest), 

        max(X,MaxRest,Max).                % Max is the greater of X and MaxRest 

    %Enclosed Rectangle between the minimum and maximum points of the X and Y coordinates 

    %enclosed([(X,Y)],(X,Y)).                         %Only one point is given 

    maxXnY((X1,Y1),(X2,Y2),(MaxX,MaxY)):-       %At least two points are given 

        max(X1,X2,MaxX),max(Y1,Y2,MaxY). 

     maxXnYlist([(X,Y)],(X,Y)).                   

    maxXnYlist([(X1,Y1),(X2,Y2)|Rest],(MaxX,MaxY)):-      

        maxXnYlist([(X2,Y2)|Rest],(RestMaxX,RestMaxY)), 

        maxXnY((X1,Y1),(RestMaxX,RestMaxY),(MaxX,MaxY)). 

        minXnY((X1,Y1),(X2,Y2),(MinX,MinY)):-       %At least two points are given 

        min(X1,X2,MinX),min(Y1,Y2,MinY). 

         

    minXnYlist([(X,Y)],(X,Y)).                   

    minXnYlist([(X1,Y1),(X2,Y2)|Rest],(MinX,MinY)):-      

        minXnYlist([(X2,Y2)|Rest],(RestMinX,RestMinY)), 
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        minXnY((X1,Y1),(RestMinX,RestMinY),(MinX,MinY)). 

    enclosedrectangle([(X,Y)|Rest],(Length,Width)):- 

      minXnYlist([(X,Y)|Rest],(MinX,MinY)),maxXnYlist([(X,Y)|Rest],(MaxX,MaxY)), 

       Length=MaxX-MinX, Width=MaxY-MinY. 

  %Concatenation 

     conc([],L,L). 

    conc([X|L1],L2,[X|L3]):-conc(L1,L2,L3). 

    % Creating a single Axis (a line of cylinders) 

       line(0,[],0). 

       line1(Length,[(Cyl,Qnt,Pow,Price)],Totalprice):- 

cyl(Cyl,L,Pow,P),qnt(Cyl,N),canget(N,List),member(M,List),Length=L*M,Qnt=M,Price=M*P,Totalprice=Price. 

       line(Length,[(Cyl1,Qnt1,Pow1,Price1)|Rest],Totalprice):- 

              conc([(Cyl1,Qnt1,Pow1,Price1)|Rest],_,[_,_,_]),      

              line1(L1,[(Cyl1,Qnt1,Pow1,Price1)],Totalprice1), 

               L1\=0, 

              line(L2,Rest,Totalprice2), 

              not member((Cyl1,_,_,_),Rest),  

              Totalprice=Totalprice1+Totalprice2, 

              Length=L1+L2. 

% Identify a 2D robot which can reach the desired "Length" and "Width" 

            robot(Length,Width,Horizontalline,Verticalline,Totalprice):- 

                line(Length,Horizontalline,Totalprice1), 

                line(Width,Verticalline,Totalprice2), 

                not( 

member((Cyl,Qnt1,_,_),Horizontalline),member((Cyl,Qnt2,_,_),Verticalline),qnt(Cyl,Qnt),((Qnt1+Qnt2)>Qnt)), 

                Totalprice=Totalprice1+Totalprice2. 

 %Reachable (List of points, various robot configurations) 

            reachable(ListOfPoints,Horizontalline,Verticalline,Totalprice):- 

            enclosedrectangle(ListOfPoints,(Length,Width)), 

            robot(Length,Width,Horizontalline,Verticalline,Totalprice). 

% Defining Different Power groups 
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samepowergroup(List):- 

    not(member((_,_,Pow1,_),List),member((_,_,Pow2,_),List),Pow1\=Pow2). 

pneumaticgroup(List):-  

    not(member((_,_,Pow,_),List),Pow\=pneu). 

electricgroup(List):-  

    not(member((_,_,Pow,_),List),Pow\=elect). 

samepowergroup(List1,List2):- 

    (pneumaticgroup(List1),pneumaticgroup(List2)); 

    (electricgroup(List1),electricgroup(List2)). 

electricgroup(List1,List2):- 

    (electricgroup(List1),electricgroup(List2)). 

pneumaticgroup(List1,List2):- 

    (pneumaticgroup(List1),pneumaticgroup(List2)). 
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Appendix B: Cylinder controllers in various control logic scenarios 

 

START

WAIT

1

IN_CMD2

Input events

^INIT

^REQ

^IN_CMD1

^IN_CMD2

Input data

Home

End

1

Output events

INITO^

CNF^

OUT_FDB^

Output data

Extend

Retract

Ready

Home End

^INIT

GoForward+ NOT Ready

Extend:=TRUE;

Retract:=FALSE; CNF^
Ready:=FALSE; OUT_FDB^

CylAtEnd +Ready

INIT+Ready

Extend:=FALSE;Retract:=FALSE; 

 INITO^
Ready:=TRUE; OUT_FDB^

CylAtHome + Ready

GoBackward +NOT Ready
Extend:=FALSE;

Retract:=TRUE; CNF^
Ready:=FALSE; OUT_FDB^

Ready:=TRUE; 

OUT_FDB^

IN_CMD1

Ready:=TRUE; 

OUT_FDB^

 

B 1 Controller of the horizontal cylinders being implemented as slaves to work piece manager. 

 

Home End
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1

IN_CMD2

Input events
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^REQ

^IN_CMD1

^IN_CMD2

^IN_FDB

Input data
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End

Ready(vacuum)

1
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CNF^

OUT_FDB^

OUT_CMD^

Output data

Extend

Retract

Ready(VC)

^INIT

GoForward +NOT Ready

Extend:=TRUE; CNF^
Ready:=FALSE; OUT_FDB^

CylAtEnd + Ready

INIT + Ready
Extend:=FALSE;  INITO^

Ready:=TRUE; OUT_FDB^

CylAtHome +Ready

GoBackward + NOT Ready

Extend:=FALSE;CNF^
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Ready:=TRUE; OUT_FDB^

Command

 OUT_CMD^

R
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y
(V
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)

IN_CMD1
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B 2 Controller of the vertical cylinder implemented as master for vacuum unit and slave for work 

piece manager. 
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START

WAIT

1
vcPermitMove

Input events
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^REQ

^IN_CMD

Input data

vcPermitMove

PP1

PP2

PP3

Home
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Retract:=TRUE; CNF^
AllowVcDown:=FALSE; 

OUT_CMD^

AllowVcDown:=TRUE; 

OUT_CMD

(ID=1 AND Home AND  PP2 

AND NOT PP1)  OR

(ID=2 AND Home AND PP1

(ID=1 AND Home AND PP1 OR(PP3 AND NOT PP1 

AND NOT PP2))    OR

(ID=2 AND Home AND NOT PP1 AND (PP2 OR PP3))

GoForward+ Block
Extend:=TRUE;

Retract:=FALSE; CNF^
AllowVcDown:=FALSE; 

OUT_CMD^

AllowVcDown:=TRUE; 

OUT_CMD^

 

B 3 Controller of horizontal cylinder in Peer-to-Peer relationship with the vertical. 
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WAIT

1

VacPermitUp

Input events
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^REQ

^IN_CMD1

^IN-CMD2

^IN_CMD3

Input data

Home

End
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1
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PermitVac:=TRUE; 
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B 4 Controller of the vertical cylinder while having Peer-to-Peer relationship with other C1 & 

C2, and master relationship to Vacuum. 
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B 5 Independent and distributed controller of cylinder 1. 
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B 6 Independent and distributed vertical cylinder controller. 
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Appendix C: Customised Ice Cream Production Case Study 

 

 

C 1 Implementation of customised IC production case study using Festo Modular Production 

System (MPS) at the Industrial Informatics Lab, The University of Auckland.  

 

C 2 Raw materials for IC production systems providing numerous customised ICs. 

 

C 3 Some of the mechatronic components employed in the IC production case study. 
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C 4  Adam Controllers employed in the ice cream production system which communicate 

through the network. 

     

 

C 5 The Operator  FB and HMIs enabling the operator to monitor and control the whole 

production system. 
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C 6  Customer FB and HMI  by which customers can select the desired IC flavours and 

dressings.  

 

C 7 Communication between O-MIRAs in ICPS. 
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C 8 A pair of device detector sensors for detecting portable devices. 

 

C 9 A part of the transport system (middle intersection). 

Emitter                                         

(Mounted on Portable device) 

Receiver                              

(Mounted on Conveyor Frame) 

D3 D2 

C4

C5

5 

C3
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C 10  A part of the transport system (middle intersection). 
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The research results obtained within this PhD have been or are being peer-reviewed and 

published in various international journals and conferences as listed below: 

 

 

1. M. Sorouri, S. Patil, and V. Vyatkin, "Distributed control patterns for intelligent 
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Conference on, 2012, pp. 259-264. 

2. S. Patil, V. Vyatkin, and M. Sorouri, "Formal Verification of Intelligent Mechatronic 

Systems with Decentralized Control Logic," presented at the 17th IEEE International 

Conference on emerging technologies and factory automation, (ETFA), Krakow, Poland, 

2012. 

3. M. Sorouri, V. Vyatkin, and S. Xie, "Distributed control design of medical devices using 

plug-and-play IEC 6199 function blocks," presented at the M2VIP, 19th international 
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2012. 

4. Y. Deng, M. Sorouri, C. Pang, and V. Vyatkin, "A Distributed Automation Architecture 
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and Simulation (UKSim), 2013 UKSim 15th International Conference on, 2013, pp. 542-
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